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An Introduction

MENDEL'S CONTRIBUTIONS

Thc foundation of the modern theory of inheritance--that hereditary infor-
'MUM' fs- minsmi ttert-by-rlistirtet--unitsr was-. km-proposed -by.a- -monk-named
Gregor Mendel. Before Mendel's time, -inherited features were assumed tb
-be transmitted as though They were fluids. That is, the "bloods" of the parents
were assumed to mix in thc offspring. This is probably the origin of the idea
of "pure-blooded" and "half-blooded" living creatures. .

Although-Mendel is recognized today as one of the truly great names .in
biology; he was largely unknown among his contemporaries. In fact, the great
significance of his investigations during the 1850's and 1860's was not recog-
nized until 1900, sixteen years after his'death. In part, this was because his
experiments were performed in the seclusion of his monastery garden in
central Europe. Furthermore, hc published his results in an obscure journal
and corresponded with few important biologists. ,

.
Mendel's success in a field -that attracted many other scientists can be

attributed largely to his methods. First, by studying only one characteristic
at a time (that.is, by taking a systcms approach), he simplified the complex
hereditary system that frustrated other investigators. Second, mathematics
helped. By keeping track of the numbers of each type of feature, he was able
to predict the ratios that led him to hypothesize the particulate nature- of
hereditary material. He also showed that particular traits would resegregate
upon flirther treeding.

Mendets rk was done on the garden pea. The stfucture of the garden
pia is such tPIht it is normally self-fertilizing. However, Mindel cross-pollinated
peas by hand to prevent.accidental pollination. After selecting peas that were
pure strain for the features that he was interested in. Mendel began a seven-
year series of careflfl experiments by crossing the two pure strains. He carefully
collected thc peas from the first-generation plants and found that they were
all alike for the features 4e_ was studying. .

- These .first-generation seeds were planted, and each plant was allowed to
fertilize itself. The resnIting peas represented the second gentration.,Figure
1 in Excursion 6-1 shows the results of some of Mendel's expCriments. In fact,
Excwrsions. 6-1 and 6-2 both .provide tbrther background on this pioneer of
genetics. As shown in the tigure, the trait from the pure strain that did not
Appear in thc first generation reappeared in the second generation in 'a ratio:
of about I to 4 seeds. In other words, it seerne that one trait of the two
pure-strain peas.was .hidden or masked for.a'ge ration by the other trait.
When it reappeared, the two traits were in a ratio of approximately i to I.

The trait that seemed to,d9 the masking in the first generation Mendel
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called dominant and indicated with n capital letter (for example, B); he used
the matching letter in lower case (for example, b) for thc masked feature,
whiCh he termed recessive. He explained how hidden features were transmitted
using tbe concept that each individual contains a pair 'of thesc factors (two
bits) for a given feature, and that either of the two bits of information may
be independently distributed to the offspring.

Although Mendel began witil erosses involving only onc feature at a time,
he did not' limit his studies to such crosses. Gradually Mendel produced plants
that SVC/r pure smith -Thr Iwo fawn. -E3tafriples were gThooth, yellow and .

wrinkled, green seeds, described in Excursion 6-2.
When plants that were pure strain for the seed features just described were

crossed, all the .first-generation seeds were smooth and yellow. Mendel then
planted thc seeds and allowed the resulting plants to pollinate themselves.

At this point there was a problem in predicting the features of the offspring.
Did the features of seed color and seed shape always remain together, or were,
they assorted independently in thc two gametes? Here Mendel called on a
branch of mathematics for help.

Probability is the branch of matkemativhat deals with the prediction of
chance events. Some knowledge of probability is yery helpful in understanding
inheritance. Probability is measured on a scale that runs from 0 (impossibility)
to I (certainty). For example, the probability of a coin's being flipped and
coming up heads is .5 (or ij. That is, we cxpect about half of a number of
coin tosses to come up heads. Thc probability of tails is also i, Similarly, thet
probability of a die's turning up 3 is i

Of course, several events may occur at the same time. For example, we
may flip two pennies together. What is the probability of both pennies coming
up tails on the same throw? In such a case, the probability of the double
event is the product of the separate probabilities of the single events. There-
fore, because the probability of tails on each coin is i, the probability ottails
on both coins is i x i, or 4.

.

One of Mendel's important findings was thc independent assortment of two
or more sets of bits_ Thus, the ideas of probabili 'ust discussed- apply to
genetic combinations just as they do to tosses of coi s or dice.

The "Punneu square"-iS a convenient way of predicting the features and
,

probabilities of offspring from various crosses. In this.pethod the bits from
each parent are listed on the sites of a square or rectangle. The possible unions
of the various types of bits are shown in the boxes of the square.

Figure, 1 illustrates the use of this method with the cross of a single trait
tallness. The sierm are pure strain for dwarfness (tt) and the eggs are pure
strain for tallness (TT).

The first generation shows a probability of 4 It in each square. This is
because i of the bits for each parent arc t and T. 3 x 3 is 4 for each offspring.
Of course, all four squares arc alike, -sb the. probability of a Tt offspring is
4 x 4, oi- 1.

Figure 2 shows the cross of two first-generation offspring, each Tt. Each
pareni is thus i 1-4ind i t.
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The second generation shows a 1 probability for TT (/ T x T) and 1
probability for tt. There aie two ways that Tt can result, so the prdbability
is 2 x X 4, or 4. This means that the probabilitieS are for I out of 4 to
be TT, 1 out of 4 t be tt, and 2 out of 4 (or 1 out of 2) to be.Tt. The "bit"
makeup (called genotype) of a IT. tt, or Tt is different_ But in appearance
(caned phenotype) the TT and Tt are le same, use of the masking of
the recessive trait, t, by the dominant tr it, T So.ph notypically, the proba-
bility is for 3 to be tall r n d I to be dwarf...

When Mendel followed two features at the sa-mt time, fis in Excursion 6-2,
tre-tbund probabilities worked-out in a manner siMilar to .

that for a single feature.
The parents of the first generation were pure strain for smooth, yellow peas

(SSYY) and wfinkle'd, green peas (ssyy). In Figure 3, two of the first genera-
tion were crossed (remember, all first generation were the. samesmooth,
yellow seeds, SaYy).

SY

Possible SY,

S99s
3Y

sY

Figure 3

Possible sperm

SY Sy sY sy

SSYY SSYy SsYY Ss Yy

SSYy SSyy SsYy Ssyy

SsYY SsYy ssYY ssYy

SsYy Ssyy ssYy
,

ssyy

The probability of each bit (S, s, V. or y) iS. Therefore, the probability
of any one square is x or A. When the phenotypes of all the squares
are totaled, we see that there are 9 cha!nces in 16 for smooth, yellow seeds,
3 in 16 for smooth, green. 3 in 16 for wrinkled, yellow, and I 6 for wrinkled,
green peas.

Modern views show that Mendel's conclusions were basically correct, but
too simple to explain all observations. For example, crossing-over may compli-
cate application of the simple two-bit model. The bits of information from
the parent for one feature may be exchanged with those for another feature.
Or one bit may not be dominant over another, but instead the two different
traits %ay, blend. The morning glory example in Chapter 7 and Excursion
7-1 illstrAQ this. Alio, research since Mendel's time indicates that there nuty
be more than two bits for any given feature.

GENETICS SINCE MENDEL

4

A greal deal of research has been done and countless books written on the
subject since Mendel',F time. Much of the terminology has changed.01n the
sttident text, however,ierriiinology has been kept to a minimintt. You probably T 5
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,sho(d rcmind yourself that this is not a course in genetics. Thc text should
bc allowed to carry the student &rough the, development of a simple model
for inheritance. FuriOntentally, Mis is the two-bit model proposed by Mendel.

.e Some teachers may Iptve a definite orientation and extensiv training in
genetics. Others may have varying amounts of expertise in the subject. There
may bc some whO would welcome an introduction to the modern terminology-
and concepts:not for the student's use, but for their own usc.

The twentieth century has seen the development of the concept of chromo-
somes and genes. Chromosomes, soMetimes referred to aS the '.`threads of life,'
are located in the cell nucleuS. Their number varies with different plant and
animal species. They are paired, and in a. process called mitosis, each ncw
cell that results from cell division receives a complete complement of chromo-
somes, called the diploid number. However, in the process of formation of
gametes, or reproductive cells, he chroMosome number is halved, with each
gamete receiving only one of ach pair, called the monoploid numbcr. This
process is called meiosis. Whet the male and female gametes (sperm and egg)
unite, the chromosomes pair up again to the. full number. -

Genes, which correspond to the factors or bits of information-in the Men-
delian model, are located on the chromosomes. If two genes affect the same
characteristic of an organism in contrasting ways, and ila gamete can contain
either one but not both of the genes, then the genes are said to be the alleles
of each other. 'Alleles are situated at the same location (locus) on the same
type of chromosome.

Gene names are usually abbreviated, commonly with a letter of the alpha-
bet. If the gene seems to mask its allele in the first generation, it is spoken
of as yominant. The masked allele is recessive to the dominant gene. By
convefition, the dominant gene is indicated with a capital (B), while the reces-
sive is expressed by the same letter in lower case (b). -

It is not always possible to tell from the appearance of an organism what
its genes are. Therefore, it is-often helpful to distinguish between the pheno-

.
type of ap organism (its appearance) and its, genotype (its genetic makeup).
In general, BB and Bb organisms would be phenotypically indistinguishable,
hut woule be geneti9lly different. ,..,..-

.

If bot genes of a pair are the same allele (BB or bb), the organism is
said to be homozygou for that feature. If the paired genes are different (Bb);
the organism is described as heterozygous for the feature. Hybrid is another
term for heterozygous, and pure strain represents the homozygous condition.

Because the genotype of an individual cannot always be determined by a
study of its phenotype, thl test cross (sometimes called backcross) is often
helpful. In a,test Cross, thv individual is crossed with another individual that
is homozygously recessive for the feature that is .of interest..The nature of
the offspring allows one to infer whetherthe original individual was homo-
zygous or heterozygous for the feature.

Mendel did not postulate a connection between his bits of information and
sex determinatiOn. Nor did he investigate certain characteristics that are linked
with the sex ofj)te individual. Normally the members of a pair of chromo-
somes are .similar in appearance: HoweVer, those in one pair, the X- and Y-,
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or sex, chromosomes, arc easily distinguishable. In humans an XX indiVidual
is a female, while a male is XY, In other organimns this arrangement may
be reversed. Various abnormalities may be associated with unusual arrange-
ments of sex chromosomes (XXY. XYY, etc.)

In most cases it makes no ditkrence whether the mating is, Bb X bb ? or
bb X Bb ?. However, there arc genes that do,not Fehaye identically in
reciprocal mathtgs. Among these are the sex-linked gerkes.
-Sex-linked genes are located on the X-chromosome. Like most other chro-

.mosomes, the X-chromosome is made up of many genes. However, the Y-
chromosome seems to contain feW if any °genes.

ifi-us, bylts-coturterparrirt
the same locus on the other X-chromosome. However, because the Y-
chromosome is a genetic blank, there is no allele to interact with the sex-linked
gene on the X-chromosome.

Several human disorders are known to be caused by sex-linked genes.
Red-green color-blindness and hemophilia are two comnion examples. Both
of these distrders are much more frequent in males than they are in females.
For example, in the United States the frequency of red-green color-blind men
is about I in 41. The comparable figure for women is I in 144.

Because A of United States males are red-sreen color-blind, we can assuTe
that about III of the X-chromosomes bear the gene. For a female to be color-
blind, she must Rave two X-chromosomes with genes for color-blindness. (If
she is heterozygous for the gene, she is merely a carrier.) Thus, for women

of -6 (or Th) will have X-chromosomes bearing the recessive gene for color-
blindness.

Another thing that Mendel did not investigate was the details of the effect
of environment upon the expression of inherited features. We now know that
an individual's gsnes determine what he.may become, but it is the interaction
between genes And environment that determines what he does become.

AN OVERVIEW

The,study of heredity, especially as it relates to human features, holds a
fascination for students of all ages. Most of the activities in thiS .unit are
simple and easily accomplished within the classroom. A few may be done
at home. The activities will help students develop a simple and acceptable
model to.explain the basic pattern of inheritance.

The student begins by exajnining a culture of fruit flies (Drosophila melano-
gaster). Tlte flies are a pure strain for curly wings,or brown eyes. The student's
flies are mated with flies of the opposite sex having a different expression
of a feature (Le., red-eyed flies are mated with brown-eyed flies, or straight-
winged flies are mated with curly-winged flies);

The first-generation offspring arc cornparkl with their parents. The student
then designs an-experiment to produce second-generation offspring by mating
specimens of thc first generation. Fruit-fly generations take about two weeks
to. develop.
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While waiting for the fruit flies to develop, ihe student studies the physical
features of several generations of bean setds, pca seeds, and, tobacco seedlings.
For example, he scoop bean seeds from a bag to determine the ratio of one
feature to another, and thereby discovers a pattern of inheritance. Then, given
pvkages of peas, the student Uhes his model to predict the feature variation
and ratios before opening the ptickages. The pattern of inheritance he finds
here helps him interpret the re:41s of his fruit-tly experiments.

An imaginary organismthe ninsectallows the student to conduct several
hypothetical Crosses and to f011ow the.inheritance of several featureS at a time.
Inheritance itt the- ninseet 8;i-111i-tar to Ott "eithef-oe
features in humans. An either-or feature is one in which the trait is either
present or absent in an individual, with no possibility of a partial occurrence.
The taste test in Chapter 5 is an exampk.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Each chapter of the Teacher's Edi on contains an equipment list for that
chapter. The same is true for each cursion. In addition, the last page of
each chapter alerts you to preparations Cessary for the following chapter.
Among the materials listed will be some iteMs that must be supplied locally.
These include white cards and straight pins for Chapter 1; bags and boxes
for Chapter 2; envelopes, paper clips, and paper .towels for Chapter 3; paper
bags for Chapter' 4; and boxes, rubber bands, and paper clips for Chapter
6. In addition, there are the optional materials for Excursion 1-1, coins for
Excursion 4-1, and paper towels and scissors for Excursion 7-5. You also need
the jar containing motor oil for the disposal of discarded flies in Chapter 1.

"GET READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 1

Although a few adults may be emerging, most of your fruit es shot3?d
arrive in the pupal stage. Your.first task will be to subculture themAhis shoifild
be started when there are from 20 to 30 adult flies in your cultures. To iub:
culture, place 5 males and 5 femalesfrom the same c ture into each subculture
vial. As flies become available, continue separ net them until you have
enough for your class requirements. Keefer via in a' temperature range of
65 °-80 ° F. Lower temperaturL slow the life cy , and hi her temperatures may
render the flies sterile. Refer to Excursion 1-3 for data o the effects of various
temperatures_ Label each vial with a # 1 in the lower ritght-hand corner, the
type of mutant in the upper right-hand corner; and the date of transfer. Do
not mix the cultures. Refer to the activities in Chapter, 1 of the text for the
handling techniques you should use.

All the material dealing with fruit flies is ih Chapter 1\,:However, students
cannot work through the materials consecutively. Instead, tpey will go on with
other shapters while the fruit flies from their crosses develdp. Students should
check their fruit flies daily.

.1.6t :"'
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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world, During these years

,
most youngsters become., more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are At the heart of science, this is the age irt which most stu-
dents first lain the ability 'to study science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the conlinitinnt for or against science as_ in interest or a
vocation is often made. .''' ,

ParAdoxically, the students atid_hi 4ritical age have been the ones
least affected by the recent ffoiClo Poduce new science instructional ,)
materials. Despite a numbe a domniendable efforts to improve the
isituation, the middle years staid today_as a com,pdfiatively weak link in
science education between .thPiNdly changing elementary curriculum
.and the recently revitalized Iiigh school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively 'uncharted level.
- At the outset the organizers of the IS,CS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted and unwise to trOto fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply writing anothei 'textbook. We chose
instead to challenge some of the most firmly established conceptS
about how to teach and just what science materiirl tan and should be..,
taught to adolescents. The 1SCS staff have tendAto mistrust what

. authorities believe about khools, teachers, children, nd teaching until
we hayi had the chance to test these assumptions in actual classrooms
with mil children. M conflicts have arisen', our policy has been to rely i-

more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said coulc1 or would .happen. It is largely because of this
poliey that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the norm. ..

The primary difference between the 1SCS prograth and more con-
,
ventional approadies is the fact that it allows each sludent" to travel

1 6
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at his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequence of instruct on
to vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The ISCS ers
have systematically tried to give the student more of a role in deciding
what he 'should sttidy next and how spon he should study it. When the
materials' are' used as intended, the ISCS teacher serves more as a
"task easer" than a "task master." It is his job. to help the student
answer the qnestions that arise from his 'own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the 1SCS approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to personalize education. ISCS has tried to do something rnpre
than pay lip service to this goal. JSCS' major contribution has been to
design a system, whereby an average teacher, operating under normal
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.

The ievelopment of the ISCS material has been a group effort from
the outset. It began in 1962, when outstandingleducators met to decide
what might be done to improve middle-grade Science teaching, Tfie
recommendations of these Conferences were converted into a tentative
plan for a set of inStructiOnal materials by a small group of Florida
State University faculty members. Small-scale writing .sessions con-
ducted on- the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 1965:66 .school year. All this prelii*ary work was sup-
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida-State University.

In June of 1966; financial support was provided by_the United States
Office of Educatioh, and_the preliminary effort was 'formalized into
the _1SCS .Project, Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eraladditional grants in support of the 1SCS effort.

Mg first draft of these materials was produced in 1968, 'during a .

sgmmer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn froin all over the
United States:The original materials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have been invOlved in their field testing.

We sincerely hotie that the teachers and. SAndents who will use this
material will find that the great amount of time, money, and eifort
'that has gone into its development hes been worthwhile.

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors
February 1972 INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY
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The word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
but none are complete. 'Science is many things and is hard to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you understand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for
you to do and think about. Wt hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel for how
scientists tagIcle problems.

How is this book different from other textbooks?

4This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any
sense out of it, you must Work with objeas and substances. You should
do the things described, think about them, and Then, answer any ques-
tions asked. Be sure you answer each question as you Mlle to it.

The questions in the book are very, important. They are asked for
three reasons:

I. To help you to think through what you, see and edo:
2. To let.you know whether or not you understand what you've done.
3. To give you a record of what you have done so tilat you can

use it for review. .

Mbw will your class be organized?

Yowl' science class will probably be quite different from your Other
classes. This 'book will let you start,work with less help than Usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
orthe day before Any equiPinent and suppliesAeeded .will be wait-,'
ing for you.

-- 4 .1.4. 0 .7, .t% At
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Your teacher will not read to you or tell you the things that you are
to learn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually.

Try to work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problem for yourself. Don't'ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do not expect him to give you the answers to the
questions in the book. Your teacher will try to help you find where
and how you went wrong, but he will not do your work for you.

After a few days, some of your classmates will be ahead of you and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember, though, that there will be no prizes for finishing
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you. But be sure you 'under-
stand what you .have done before moving on.

Excursions are mentioned at several placeS. These special activities
are found at the back of the book. You may stop and do any excursion
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions 'will help you do sotne of the activities in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may ask you to do an excursion.

What am I expected to learn?

During the year, you_will work very much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind Ma. t learning hbw to find answers toiruestions is
Just as valuable as learning the answers thenzelves.

Keep the big picture in mind, too..tach chapter builds on ideas
already dealt with./These ideas add up to some of the simple blit
powerful concepts ihat are so importapt in science. If you are given a
Student Record Book, do all your writiiig in it. Do not write in this
book. Use your Record Book for making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
too.

From time to time you may notice 'that your classmates have not
always given the same answers that you did. This is no cause for
worry. There are many right answers to some of the que-stions. And
in some cases you may not be able to answer the question§. As a
matter of fact, no one-.knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to you at first, but you will soon realize that there
is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of the things we don't IpoW as well as what is known. Good luck!
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student

3 plastic vials, with caps
1 frult-fly culture
1 dropper bottle of ethor
.1 etherizer (consisting of an aluminum funnel.
30 cm string, and a 50-ml plastic beaker)

Red Eyes and
Curly Wings
Excursions 1-1. 1-2. 1-3. and 1-4 are keyed
to this chapter

1 white card
1 hand lens
1 small brush
1 petd-clish lid
1 qraight pin

f itI fly food
20 cm masking tape (or 3 label's)

h.

Chapter 1
cHAPTER EMPHASIS

The student uses fruit flies In following traits
for genetic inheritance through succeeding
generations. The chapter sets the stage for
the whole unit and serves as the vehicle for
applying a simple model in genetics.

lias anyone ever bild you that you look like your father?
or your mother? or yOur brother or your sister? Possibly
someoneJa because parents usually pass along sane of
their features to their ,c:hildren.%But how does this happen?
Just how can a parent send a message like "Form blue eyes"
to an unbotri child? What color eyes daes the child end up
with when the message from one parent says "Form blue
eyes" and the second parent's message says 'Form brown
eyes"?

In this unit you will try to answer questions like these.
In it you will compare the 'features of parents with those of
their offspring. You will breed flies, study beans and peas,
and look closely at some of your own features and those of
your friends.

The two big questions in this unit that yoti will try to
'answer are these: I

1. Is there ilny.pattern to the way features are passed from
parents to their offspring?

2. What kind of model will explain how features are
passed from parents to their offspring?

For the next few weeks, you will breed and observe insects
called fruit flies. Much of what we know about how features
are passed along has come from studies of fruit flies. Your
problem is to compare the features of parent flies with those
of their "children" and "grandchildren." Getting the
"grandchildren" will take about four weeks because it takes
fruit flies about two weeks to produce offspring.

. 9

'

MAJOR POINTS

I. Organisms generally have many features In
common with their parents.
2. There seems to be a pattern to the passing
of features from parents to offspring.
3. Careful experimenlation aids the study of
inheritance of features
4. The study of inheritance of features Is fa-
cilitated by using a systems approach.
5. Fruit flies may be anesthetized with ether
for observation and handling
6. The term pure strain is explained and op-
erationally defined.
7. The life cycle of the fruit fly requires about
two weeks.
8. The stages in the life cycle are egg, larva,
pupa, and adult.
_9. The male and female of the adult fruit fly
differ In appearance.
10. Male and female fruit flies with different
features can be mated.
11. The two-bn model helps explain how fea-
tures are passed from parents to offspring.
12. The science that studies inheritance is
known as genetics.

9ROWING FRUIT
PLIES

1,1
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Excursion 1-1 is short and should be done by
most students to bring them to a minimal level
of understanding of some terms used in the
unit

You shoulcl have the label on vial 3:1 ahead
of lime. Each vial should De labeled with a It 1
in the lower right-hahd corner, the type of
mutant strain In the upper right-hand corner.
and the date of transfer.

To ensure that a suitable supply of variants
Is available for student crosses, alternate be-
tween types of flies as you distribute cultures
to the students.

Notice that the students shoulcieork in pairs.
Also note the time caution. Timing anq.sched-
uling are very important In this unit.

2 CHAPTER 1

To fully understand what you will do, you need to know
how plants and animals reproduce. To find out if you/do,
answer the following checkup questions.

CHECKUP

1. What is a "sperm"?

2. What is an "egg"?

3. What happens when a male
"mate"?

r

animal and female animal

I.

& How do plants produce seeds?'

Check your answers by quickly reading through Excursion

ACTIVITY -Int Plck up a Ar1 vial. The vial should contain 5
or 6 fruit flies. Write your name, your class, and the date on
the vial's label. Do not remove the cap yet.

DAVID BROWN
CLASS 4 .0,,
9-13-72 I

Note Talce good care of ,yoUr flies. The flies in vial #1 are
yours alone. You must keep (hem alive and healthy for the
next four.weeks.

Before you can study the features of your flies, you will
have to know how to slow them dowrovithont hurting them.
Youqlso must learn how to tell male flies from female flies
and how to prepare food for the, flies. The next few activities
will teach you these things, Work on these" activities with a
partner.

Time Caution. Do not-begin the next activity unless you have
at least 30 minutes of class time leti.

9
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It's pretty hard to see the features of fruit flies in yoUr vial
because they pove so' fast. It's fairly easy, however, to slow
down the flies without killing them. You just put them to
sleep with ether. Be sure to follow these directions carefully.-
Too much ether Will kill your flies.

Caution Ether is not dangerous when used roper-1v, but:
1. Be sure there arc NO flames in your room. t ler fumes

can be explosive.
2. Air should moue through _your room easily.
3. Keep the ether bottle capped when _you aren't using it.
4. Don't breathe.the ether fumes yourself

To learn to slow fruit flies,4 you 'will need your vial #1
and these materials:

1 plastic bottlecontaining ether
1 etherizer (made from a funnel, string, and a 50-ml plastic

beaker)
1 white card
1 hand lens
1 small brush
1 pctri-dish lid

If no finished etherizer is available, you will have to build
your own. Activity 1-2 shows -how to do this, and Activities
1-3 through 1-7 tell you how to use it.

ACTIVITY 1-2. Build the etherizer as shown. Be sure to bend
the end of the funnel outward.

Bond out the end
of the funnel stem
with a pencil.

USING A
"FLY SLOWER"

FOLLOW ALL 8 SAFETY RULES

5. Keep very small amounts of ether in the
dropper bottles. A level-of. 1 cm of ether is
ideal.
.6. Be sure there are no pilot lights in the
MOM.
7. Insist on the dropper bottles being on the
supply table when not in use.
8. Provide adequate ventilation.

Some- teachers prefer to construct the ether-
izers themselves. Others allow students to do
it. A plastic pen, a pencil, or a piece of Finch
dowel can be used to make the flair in the
funnel.

Wrap string and tie..

yotor, !, it. ,
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ACTIVITY 1-3. Add 3 or 4 drops of ether to the string. rn-
medla\ely place the funnel in the 50-ml beaker. Turn the funnel
and beaker over on, the table_

IL
6

O

Add 3 or 4 drops of ether.

Tap gently on book

-04:tr.,00
50 kr'

Ao01

ACTIVITY 1-4. Gently tap your vial #1 on a book to knock
all the flies to the bottom.

0-4041114
Stress the importance of care In Wandliiig the
flies Your supply is limited, and accidental
release. drastic temperature change, or
over-etheriting can be a serious setback. In
an emergency, you might be able to obtain
flies from local colleges, universities, or high
schools:

ACTIVITY 1-5. Tap the vial whenever necessary to keep the
flies.nearthe bottom. Quickly remove the cap from, the vial
and Set the etherizer over the opening as shown.

Continue tapping and
place etherizer
over the vial. t ..

411 ek.,
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4 After the students have etherized their (lies in

Activity 1-7, they should put the funnel and
fleAker some placo where lite fumes will nbt
diffuse Into the room You might want to use
a widemouthed jar (pic)les. mayonnaise) with
a screw cap. Students could be instructed to
return the funnel and beaker to the supply

ACTIVITY 1-6. Quickly tlp the two containers as shown. Tap
the vlal gently until all the flies drop into the beaker.

,

table and put them inside the lair. This would
have the addeo advantage 61' making the

etherizers available to other stuclants. Cif

course. if you have a vented fume hood or '
other type of ventilation to the outside, it can
be used.

ACTIVITY 1-7. Replac the cap on the vial and set it aside.

Put your finger over the opening in the funnel to trap the ether

fumes. As soon as the flies stop moving, remove the funnel

and pour the flies-onto a white card. Warning: Do not over-

etherize your Wes qr they will die.

You can tell If you've overetherized a fly by its out-
stretched winis. If you kill any flies, get rid of them. Your
teacher will tell you where to put dead #ies.

Figure 1-1
CrA

Do your flies twitch? Flies often twitch during sleep. So

don't worry if one moves. But if a fly should start te;``Walk,

place a dreg) of ether on the card hear the fly. Then cover
the drop and the fly with the lid of a petfi 'dish for a moMent

until the fly iods back to sleep.

kV
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CHECKING
YOUR FLIES

1-1.e. Straight or curly: the curly wings do not
lie fret against the body of the fly.
b. Red or brown (Brown eye is often celled
"tepla.")
c. Light brown, With darker stripes around
lower body
d. Seven, or leas, stripes
e. Wing size maivery. Mgst other variations
are too small to be readily seen with the hand
lens. If the student finds a unique variation,
you might let him try a cross with the variants
as a special problem brill*.

1-2. Each student's flies should be alike, be-
cause all the flies In each vlal are of one pure
strain. Hopefully, students will see the differ-
ences between' male and female flies, how-
ver.

CHAPTER 1

-

Study your flies with a hand lens. If you need to move them,
do so gently with-the aid of the small brush.

01-1. Describe;your fruit flies. List at least five features.
a. Shape of wing
b. Eye color
c. Color of body
d. Pattern on body
e. Other features

01-2. Are all your flies alike in each feature, or to the
features vary from fly to fly?

Look closely at the tail emg of the flies. You will find that
they are not all alike. Separate the flies into two groups on
the basis of the shape of their tail ends. If you separate them
correctly, one 'group will contaiii only male flies, and the
other group will contain only females. Male flies have a tail
end that is blunt ana definitely black. female tails are lighter
and more pointed.

01-3- Study the two groups closely. Then list any other
differences you find between males and females in Table I-1
of your Record Book. 4Return all flies to viar# 1 when you
are through studying them.)

,>lowi".1.4r-A7:14..
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Male Femak

Definite black tail, end Lighter tail end

Blunt tail end Pointed tail end

Table 1-1

To do many of the activities in this unit, you must be able
to tell the sex of flies. Before going on, be certain that you
can tell the difference between male and female flies. Figure
1-2 will help you do this_ You may also want to check with
your teacher on this.

Nur. 1-2

Sit

Female y

Now you are almost ready to mate (cross) some of yoor flies.
Before yon do, though, you should know that not everyone
in your dais has flies with the same features. Smite people
have flies with red eyes, while others have brown-eyed flies.
Also, some flies have straight wings and some have curly
wings. Compare your description of your flies (question 1-l)
with your classmate's descriptions. Find a partner whose flies
differ from yours in eye color and wing shape,

014. Describe exactly how the features of the two sets of
flies differ by completing Table 1-2 in- your Record Book.

- r

9cN.

Table 1-1. The student may note a difference
in size between male and female. Body and
wings of the malo tend to be smaller than
those of the female fly. There are other ob-
servable differences, such as the sex comb
on the male II is sometimes quite difficult to
distinguish the sex of very young flies. find
you may have to help students. One Stray
male In a vial can negate the crossing experi-
ment_

Ventral view of

ma abdomen

Veirtral view of

female a omen

/

Note that the partner called for in this case
is not necessarily the same as previously. This
case calls tor one person to have straight-''
winged, brown-eyed flies, the other person to
NIA curly-winged, red-eyed flies.

-.CHAPTE1 7
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This .explanation of pure strain is important
Togeter with Figure 1-3. it should give the
student the necessary understanding to make
the operational definition on the next page. As
given here. it implies that there must be no
variation in several generations. Note that the.
two pure strains illustrated consist of curly-
winged, red-eyed flies and straight-winged.
brown (sepia) - eyed flies..

4 CHAPTER 1

Features Yoth-ifial # I Partner's Vial # I

Shapc of wings

Eyc color \

Table 1-2

You will read the term pure strain a lot. in this unit. Here's
what it meank. When two flies from a 'pure strain for red
eye color are mated, aU their offspring will have red eyes.
If two of these offspring are mated, then their offspring also
will have red eyes. Similarly, the parents and grandparents
of the pure-strain flies ,had io have red eyes. (See Figure
1-3.) In a nonpure strain of flies, other eye colors might show
up in the offspring.

Figure 1-3
Pure Strain 1 Pure Strain 2

Great
grand-
parents

Red eyes
Curly wings

IIlick p

/414,.

Brown eyes
Straight wings

1
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Grand-
parents

Red yes
Curly wings
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traight wings
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Parents

Red eyes
Curly wings
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Curly wings
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(1114. Give an operational definition of pure strain.

If rill have forgotten what an operational definition is and
how tb'write ongt tOrn to Excursion 1-2.

014. Suppose you mated a red-eyed, curly-winged fruit fly
with a brown-eyed, long-winged fruit fly. If both flies are
from a pure strain, what color eyes and what shape wings
do you predict that the offspring will have?

Shortly you will test your prediction. To make the test,
you will mate some of your male flies with a classmate's
kaiak flies (or vice versa). Then you will compare the fea-
tures of the ótTspring with those of the parent fties. Figure
1-4 shows the plan.

YoUr -
pure strain
files

Offspring

When you put yo\ir flies with your cla ate's flies of the
opposite sex, you h6pe they will mate and roduce offspring.
But suppose the female flies had already mated before you
put the flies together. Then the parents of the offspring
produced would be from the same pure strain, not from two
different pure stiains (yours and your classmate's).

014. Suppose this happened. What do you predict the
offspring would look like?

Fortunately, femalè fruit flies cannot mate for at least ten
hourt after, they hatch. So if you select, for your experiment,
female flies that have .been adults for less than ten hours,
you can be sure that they have not mated. Such flies are
called "virgin females."

3i)

1-5 From the preceding explanation. puro
strain could be operationally befinod as a
strain with a feature that has shown no varia-
tion over several generations Excursion -1-2.
keyed hero, can help with ihe definition

1-6. Accept any answer here. The student
really does not have adequate evidence dr
experience to anticipate the features of the
offspring. Later he will be able to check his
prediction against his own experimental find-
ings.

Figure 1-4

A classmate's
pure strain
flies

MATING YOUR
FRUIT FLIES

CHAPTER 1 9
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Nbte the italics regarding teacher help. Note
also that the mating times In the first column
of Ihe Clearing Chart, Table 1-3. are all for
Thursday. With the average"Ilte cycle of the
fruit fly being 12 to 13 days. this affords a
better probability of adult flies appearing on
a weekday. (However, the life Cycle can vary
greatly, depending on temperature. See Ex-
cursion 1-3 for details.) Then the next cross
can be started with virgiq females on a week-
day also. However, the clearing chart can be
written for any day of the week if you are
willing to clear the vials between 5 and 10
hours after the adults appear, on whichever
day this occurs. This might entail clearing the
vials on a weekend.

These new vials of flies that are returned 4)
you (step 7) are pure-strain flies and are suit-
able for use by other students. However, re-
member that the females May not be virgin

10 CHAPTER 1

14.1.

First you need to clear your vial and your partner's vial
of all female flies that may already have mated. Activity 1-8
will show you how to do this. But before you do the frame,
you need to check your timing.

The trick is to clear your vial and your partner's, five to
ten hours before you plan to cross flies from thc two vials.
'Ask your teacher for help on timing this correctly. Table 1-3
will help you and your teacher to plan properly. Do not try
to plan your clearing time without your teacher's help.

Table 1-3

CLEARING CHART

If you plan your
mating to start at

You must clear the female from vial #1

no earlier lhan no later than

7 A.M.. Thurs.
8 A.m.* Thurs.
9 A.14.1. Thurs.

10 A. M. Thurs.
,11 Thurs.
12 A.m.* Thurs.

I P.m. Thurs.
2 P.M. Thurs,
3 PAL Thurs.
4 P.M:Thurs.

9 p.m. Wed.
10 P.M. Wed.
11 P.M. Wcd.
12 P.M. Wed.

1 A.m. Thurs.
2 A.m. Thurs.
3 A.M. Thurs.
4. A.m. Thurs.
5 A.m. Thurs.
6 A. M. Thurs.

2 A.t.4. Thurs.
3 A.M. Thurs.
4 A.m. Thurs.
5 A.m. Thurs.
6 A.m_ Thurs.
7 A.m. Thurs.
8 A.m. Thurs.
9 A. M. Thurs.

10 A.M. Thurs.
11 A.M. Thurs.

"If your class meets during one of the starred Itqurs, you will probably have
to do the clearing at home.

When the clearing tiMe that you and your teacher have
planned arrives, go ahead with clearing your vial and your
partner's. Activity 1-8 will show you how clearing is done.

ACTIVITY 1-8. Five to ter) hours before your planned mating,
you should do the following:

1. Uncap an empty vial.
2. Tap vial *1 until the flies are on the bottom.
3. Uncap vial *1. Quickly turn the mpty vial over the

opening.
4. Tap the side of vial *1 until all the flies fly into the empty

5. Quickly recap the new vlal.
6. Recap and keep vial *1.
7. Give the new vial of files to your teacher.

-
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Tap vial #1 until ad ts
fly Into the empty
vial above.

-11

Cap and keep vial #1.

GIVe the new vial
to your teacher.

If your cla31/4 meets early in the morning, you may have
had to take the vials home to do tlitt transferring there. If'
you do this, return the new vial to your teacher the next
morning.

In the food material at the bottom of vial #1 are fruit
flies at various stages of their life cycles. New adults should
hatch within five to ten hours. These are the flies you will
use for your mating experiment. If you have to wait for new
adults, go ahead with Activity 1-9. Then read ahead in the
next section, "What Happens Next?" to learn about the
details of how fruit flies develop.

Before you begin your mating experiment, you need to
prepare vial #2 containing fly food. To do.this_you will need
these items:

I ckl_san eimpty vial with cap
I straight pin

5Q-ml plastic beaker
I packet of Ay food- aff-

4 ml water

6 ml food

ACTIVITY 1-9. Add 6 ml of food and 4 mi of water to the
plastic vial. Add to this vial (vial #2) a label with your name,
your class, and the date.

-7,
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Push one end
Into the fly food.

The paper w)ll absorb excess moisture, whlch
could drown the flies.

461"1141121ila----

ACTIVITY 1-10. Let the fly food stand a few mlnutes to absorb
the water. Then tap the vial gently to settle the food.

ACTIVITY 1-11. Cut a thlin strip of paper dnd push on. end
\Into the fly food.

Make 25-30 small bolas.

701/4,3

ACTIVITY 1-12. With the straight pin, punch.25-30 small alr
holes in the vial cap. Warning: Do not make the hples blg

12 CHAPTER 1 enough to let the files out.
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You arc now ready to mate some of your female flies with
a classmate's males (or some of your males with a classmate's
females). Remember that your partner must have flies with
different eye color and wing shape than yours. You will each
need these things:

1 vial #1 (from which all adult flies were removed 5 to
10 hours before)

1 vial #2 containing food
1 ittherift
I white card
1 petri-dish lid.
1 brush

Before going bn, you and your partner should review the
directions for etherizing fruit flies in Activities 1-2 through
1-7. When adult flies appear in the two vials #1, go ahead
with the following activity frames.

Note ActiVities 1-13 through 1-16 should be done BEFORE
your newly hatched .flies are ten hours old. Further:more, they
should be started in midweek unle.ys the plan you worked out
with your teacher calls for you to work on the weekend!

ACTIVITY 1-13: Ethriz the adult flies in your vial *1 and
place them on a white card.

,*4
#

.1,110

The mating must be done before the adult
flies are 10 hours old. You cannot be sure that
the student will have flve flies of each sex in
vial rt 1 by this time. He should go ahead on
Activities 1-13 through 1-16 with whatever
number he has. More can be added later as
long as they have not been adults for more
than 10 hours.

3
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Curly-winged males should not be used with
straight-winged females beceuke Ie
flying characteristics of the mnle make mating
difficult or Impossible

5 curly-winged female flies
(They will have red eyes.)

(They will have brown eyes.) -

Cap fromvial #2

ACTIVITY 1-14. Place In the cap of vial *2 five of your curly/-
winged virgin female flies and five of your partner's straight-
winged male flies. (Do not try to mate curly-winged males With
your straightod-winged females.)

5 straight-winged male flies

ACTIVITY 1-15. Press vial *2 Into its cap. Be careful not to
harm any files in the process. Leave the vial upside down until
the files wake up.

ACTIVITY 1-16. Return any of your (not your partner's) un-
used flies to the cap of vial #17Wess vial *1 into this cap.
Leav upside down until th flies wake up. Return vial *1
to\your tacher.

Unusid Ales

OP

Cap from vial *1

,. ,4, keti .4%4. ". - .4t,' 4 ^
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Make a snuiller label like the one shoNbvn in lig. 1-5. Re-
place the label on vial 4,-; 2 with this new one. Write The same
information in Fig. 1-5 or your Record Book. Under Feature,
you should write either the eye color (brown or red) or the
wing shape (curly or straight) of your tlies.

Figure 1-5

Mating. X
Scx Feature

Your Name:

Scx Feature

Datc: Class Section: Vial #2

Depending upon the temperature of your classroom, it will
be ten to fourteen days until the parent flies in vial #2

, produce 'adult offspring. During that period they will go
through.?what is called a life cycle. The stages in that. life
cycle arc outlined below.

Soon 'after mating, the female fly will lay,tiny white eggs
on the food in vial #2. If you look closely with a hand lens,
you wilt be able to see the eggs. They look like those in A
of Figure 1-6.

20 X life size FRUIT FLY LIFE-CYCLE

RaeOk.1 6 *

Activity 1-16 directs the student to return un-
used flies from vial lr 1 to you If care has
boon taken in handling, these will still be
pure-strain flies However. from this point on.
discarded flies will be crosses, and you
should dispose of them A simple means of
disposal is as follows Use any half-pint milk
bOttle or widemouthed jar with screw cap Put
into It 3 crn of motor oil (new or used) and
close with the cap or a cork. Flies to be dis-
carded are simply dumped into the container.

WHAT HAPPENS NUcT?

Tho allowable temperature range is 65°F to
80°F. If temperatures above or below these
figures are anticipated in the classroom, spe-
cial arrangements should be made for storing
the flies as they go through the life cycle.

8 X life size
Fruit Fly Egg
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3 X life size 7 X life size

About six days after mating, small wormlike creatures
called larvae will come out of the eggs. You will see them
crawliiig through the food. They will look like the drawing

Figure 1-6
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As larvae work the medium, it becomes wetter
and mushie Excess moisiure may develop to
the point tha the risk of drowning the flies is
Increased If the paper strip becomes too
damp, it may have to be replaced by a new
dry piece Extreme care should be used to
avoid injury to the fly culture.

Fly cultures should not be kept in a refrig-
erator. near a radiator, or in direct sunlight.
In extreme cases. it has been found that ants
or other insects may be attracted to the fly
medium A cloth moistened with insect repel-
lent can be used to wipe the culture storage
area. Do not let cnemicals come in contact
with flies or media Another method of pro-
tection is to set all culture vials on blocks In
a pan of shallow water.

In using the instant fruit-fly medium for food.
mold is not generally ,a problem. However, if
mold becomes excessive in the vials, dispose,
of The medium. denerally the activity of larvae
helps to keep mold growth to a minimum

KEEP TRACK OF
YOUR FRUIT FLIES

16 CHAPTER 1

in B of Figure 1-6. When _you see larvae, you should remove
all the adult flies from vial #2. Activity 1-8 will show you
how to do this.

When the larvae are about two or three days old, they
will begili to move up the side of vial #2 and form a shell
around themselves. When the brown shell is complete, the
fruit flies are called pupae. Pupae look like C. in Figure 1-6.
They will be easy for you to find because of their brown
color.

Some time between the tenth and fourteenth day after
mating, the pupae will split open and out will come the adult
offspring that you want to study.

Here's a schedule (Table 1-4) for the next couple of weeks.
It tells you what you wilVsee in your vial 42 and what you
should be doing for the weriment. Keep in mind that not
all fruit flies develop at the same rate. The Time column
in the chart will probably not be exact for your flies_ You
should be at the Day 2 Obint right now.

Table 1-4
0,

Timc Event

Day I Vial # I cleared of adults
Vial #2 prepared

Day 2 Males and virgin females put in vial #2

Day 8

,

Larvae appear

.
ALL PARENT FLIES

REMOVED

Day 10 Pupae appear

Day 14 Adult offspring appear in vial #2

Your teacher will tell you where to keep your flies while you
wait for them to develop. While you wait, you will be doing
other activities. But you are to check your vial every day and
keep track of how the life cycle. is coming along. A chart like
Table 1-5 is in your Record Book., You are to record-the
date on which you observe or do the things listed on the
chart.

3 7
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FIRST-GENERAIION PLANNING CHART

Event Date Done or Observed

Vial te-LicIaared of adults
.

Vial #2 prepared .

Males & virgin females pin
in vial #2

Eggs observed
,

Larvae observed

Parent flies cleared from vial _#2 .. .

Pupae observed
.

Adults observed

Table 1-5

Be sure that the student checks the vial each
day, and records the dates in Table 1-5

It would be wlse for you to keep an extra
supply of curly-winged females- and straight-
winged males for unexpected needs. The te-
males should be placed in a vial with fresh-

.. food when they are less than 10 hours old.
The males should be placed in a separate vial
with food.

While you wait for your fruit flies to develop, you should
go on with Chapters 2 and 3. But beforoyou do, quickly
read through the rest of this chapter.

This wiU give you an idea of the things that you must do
for tlie fruit-fly experiment. If yOu have any questions about
the chart or the rest of this chapter, discu5s th, with your
teacher now!

While awaiting fruit-fly development, students
go on to jhe succeeding chapters. You will
need to have the materials prepared for them
in advance. Check the teacher notes, GET
IT READY NOW, at the end of each chapter.

Right now.. .

Check the first-generation planning chart (Table 1-5) in
your Record Book and put a date next to anything you have
already done or seen.

When your larvqe.appear in vial #2 you ihoulth

I. Record the day in the first-generation planning chart.
2. Follow the directions in Activity .1-17 for clearing the

vial of adult flies. CHAPTER 1 17
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ACTIVITY 1-17. Remove the parent flied from vial #2 by follow-
ing the directions given in 'Activity 1-8:

-Don't forget to enter in your planning chart the' day that
you first notice 'pupae in your vial. Pupae are brown objects
that usually stick to the.side of the, vial.

When new adults appear in vial #2 you should:

1. Record the day in your first-generatidn planning chart.
/. Do the activities frorn here through page 20 at once_

ACTIVITY 1-18. When you have 20 or more offspring, etherize
and observe them. Record In Table 1-6 either the flies' eye
color or their wing shape. (See Figure 1-5.) Record also the
number of flies that show the variation.

18 CHAPTER 1

Table 1.4

t.

All the first-generation offspriould have
red eyes and straight wings. In other words,
they will resemble one parent in one feature
(red eyes) and the other parent In the other
feature (straight wings). But if you follow the
directions of observing either eye color or'
wing shape, then the first generation will re-
semble one parent or the other.

Eye Color or Wing Shape Number of Flies

3 9
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014. Summarize the results Of your exPeriment in Table
1-7 of your Record Rook.

TWA. 117

-

Fc, Store Variation
(State eve-color or wing-shape variation.)

Parents

'First-generation
olTprng

01-9. How well do your results agree with your prediction
in question, 1-6?

1-10. How does what you saw with fruit flies compare with
what you saw with beans and peas.(Chapters 2 and 3)7

Compare the 'length of the life cycle destribeti in your
first-generation planning chart (Table 1-5) with the times
found by some of your clitssmateS. Did everyone in the class
have the same life-cycle time'? If not, what do you think may
have influenced the length of the life cycle? You might want
to try Excursion 1-3. You will discover one possible answer
there.

01-11. Next you will mate some of yonr male offspring with
some of your female offspring. Predict what you think their
offspring~Will look like. If you predict that you will get more
than -one kind at fly, what number. of each kind do you
expect?

trIn_yottr ecOrd Book, describe the way you plan .t6 do the
cross between male and. female flies from vial #2 The
procedure 511pu1d be very much the sameas the otte' yott
followed -in your first 'cross; so tou can get some clues by
reading back Over what you did (pages 9-11), If you 'have
trouble, ask your teacher oi.a classmate for help.

When you have deicribed your plan, discuss it with your
teacher. When he; apprOves, go ahead with the experiment.
()nee- again# keep track of the days when things happen and
when you do things; Do this in the second-generation plan-
ning chart in your Record Book (Table 1-8). k

. , -

46

1-10. This is good checkpoint. -With flies,
peat, or beans. If you consider one feature
only, the first-generation offspring should all
be like one' parent or the other.

Excursion 14 is a short discussion on the
&feet of temperature on the life cyCle of the

'fruit fly..

4*a/ill)

1-11. The student is again asked to.predict
without experimental evidence. Accept any
answer.

ANOTHER GENERATION
OF FLIES

Note that the student Is Instructed to get your
approval of his ,plan for second-genefation
breeding. If this plan calls for crossing other
than first-generation flies, you rriutirkdikple...
wtfether to.let get ahead with it and *de
the consequences of interpreting ihe results.

CHAPTER 1 19
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This is important, table As he ob-
gerves his culture daily, the student should be
sure Of record the dates

GRANDCHILDREN BY
THE THOUSANDS

This Is a goon suMmation. However. the third
paragraph:ThOugh true, may be confusing to

,the student It says. "You' should have found
that they all had either straight wings or red
eyes." Actually, Akley all had both straight

'wings and red eYes. The "either-or" refers to
the feature 'that the-student is interested in. P

. .

20 CHAPTER 1
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SECOND-GENLKATION PLANNING CHART

Even( Date Done or Observed

Vial 2 ckared or adults

Vial #3 prepared

Antes & virgin females put in
, vial #3

.
.

Eggs observed ,.

Larvae observed

Parent flies cleared from vial #3 ,
,Pupae observed

Adults observed

-Table 1-8

111111111MMIMMMillill1.0.1.1rAW.,.

Continue with later chapters while you wait for your
second-generation flies to emerge. Observe your vials of.flieos
daily. When the second7generation flies appear, return to this
chapter and complete the next section.

. 4Note Do not go on to the next section-until you'have at least
60 second-generation offs'' pring. This will take abOut two weeks.

,

In the meantime, go on with the next several chapters.

Before you go on, let's be sUre you know where you've been.
Figure 1-7 diagrams,your 're fruit-fly_experiment. ---

First you found a neigh whose flies were different from
yours in terms of wing shape or eye color. Then you crossed
some of his flies with your flies. These were the parent flies
for your experiment.

Then you looked at the offspring. You should fiaVe found
that they all had either straight wings or red eyes.. -Finally
you crossed a male and a female from among the offspring.

Now you will find out what the eyes or wings of the second
generation look like. You will. decide whether the two-iiit
model you study in Chapter 4 can explain the fruit-fly daia
you've. collected.

's Neo ' '
y
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I

Brown eye

a_

fled eye

Red eyes

1 1

Figure 1-7

Of

Of

Straight wing Curly wing

Straight wings

ACTIVITY 1-19. Etherize your second-generation flies and
check their features. Record your observations in table 1-9
of your Record Book. Return the flies to the vial when through
with them.

Table 1-9. Th observations should show a
ratio of approx mately 3 to 1 for the feature
that is being fel lowed. That is. there should

4. be about 3 times as many red-eyed flies as
brown-eyed, or about 3 times as many
straight-winged flies as curly-winged.

Table 1-9

Parents

Second-generation
offspring .

I

Feature Variation
(State what eve Colors and wing ihapes _von _find.)

21
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1-13. The most common observation is the
3-to-,1 ratio In terms of the two-bit model. if
each parent contributes cme bit of information
to the offspring. and one bit can mask the
other, then the parents must have both been
heterozygous, or hybrids Otherwise there
would be no way for the masked feature to
show up in the offspring.

I.

Problem Break 1-1. Most students will find the
eye feature if they studied the wing feature.
or vice versa. They will also note the approxi-
mate ratio of 3 to 1 in the feature. From these
observations, they can work back to the par-
ents and grandparents in the following way.

1. In order for the parents to have had off-
spring with the 3-to-1 ratio, they both must
have been able to contribute a "bit" for the
masked, or reCessive, feature. They each.
must have been able to Contribute a "bit" for
the dominant feature also. Thus, both of the
parents must have had two different bits; they
were hybrids.

-2. In order for the grandparents to have had
idantical hybrid offspring, they must have both
been pure strain: .one a pure strain of the
dOminant feature and the other a pure strain
Of the recessive feature.

22' CHAPTER 1

.4 1.

Perhaps you would like to know what the chances are of
getting one bit of information or another. If sp, try Excursion
14.

Excursion 1-4 is tor enrichment.

E.11-12: How wen do your results agree with the prediction
you made in question 1-11?

01-13. Explaipa ,whatOyou observed in the second genertition
in terms of the two-bit model.

From time to time in this unit, you will be asked to do
Problem Breaks. These are problems for you to solve, without
much help from your book or your teacher. The problems
will usually help you understand what you are studying in
the chapter. But that's not their major purpose. They arc
designed to give you practice in problem solving and in
setting up your own experiments. You should try every Prob-
lem Breakeven the tough ones. And in most cases, you
should have your teacher approve your plan before trying
it The first Problem Break in this unit is coming up next.

ririfie . Tt. ;

-
t_

This problem break gives the student an op-
portUnity to see that his partner's cross gave
the same result as his, even though his pa
ner wa§ studying a different feature.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

Examine your second-generation flies very carifully. Try
to find some feature (other thari the one you studied) that
differs from fly to fly. Wken you find such a feature, deter-
mine the ratio of one typ2of fly to the other. Then try to
figure out what the parents and grandparents of these flies
might have looked like in terms of the feature selected. Here
is some information that you may find helpful.

I. The description you made of your original flies (See
page 6.)

2. The results your partner got from the cross of his flies
with yours (See page 18.)

3. Your partner's description oT his original flies

Descrihe your results in your Record Book.

Ar
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So far the two-bit model haN explained how many (but
not all) of sthe features are passed from parents to their
offspring. Scientists who study these problems have found
this too. They have been able to expand this model to explain
every situation they have come across so. far. The two-bit
model was proposed about a hundred years ago and is still
the basis of the science called generics. It is considered to
be one of the most powerful models in all of science.

Now your work with fruit flies is complete. You should
now return to the place in your book where you last left
off. Before you do though, be sure that all your fruit-tly
supplies are cleaned and put back where they belong. Give
any living flies to your teacher for disposal.

kefore going on, do Self-Evaluation 1 In your Record
Irook.

1.,*4
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Important MC Students will be going to this
Chaptor horn Ihe tniddia o/ Chapter 1. so
these praparetions must de done wen in ad-
vanoa

Prepare the Bean Experiment" containers
1 hese can consist of a shoe box (or other type
of box) containing the following supplies

I capped vial. labeled "Parents" and contain-
ing a carefully matched pair ol beans, one
white and the other brown, with the only
Obvious difference the color of the beans

I capped vial. labeled "First Generation" and
containing 10 brown beans, matched for
size and shape as above.

1 paper bag. labeled "Second Generation."
into which has been put of a baby-food
jar of brown beans and of'a jar of white
beans. If you are preparing 6 to 8 of these
bags. a better way of doing it is to put 6
jars of brown beana and 2 jars of white
beans Into a large bag_ Then mix them well.
and dip out a baby-food jar full for each
individual bag.

1 50-ml plastic beaker

Each box contains the materials fortne stu-
dent or student team. Therefore you probably
should prepare at least six in advance. Label
each box "Bean Experiment" and list the
contents by general hoadings on the label to
serve aa a checklist of the contents.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 3

Problem Break 3-1. Chapter 3. page 40. calls
tor 3 petri dishes of sprouted tobacco seeds.
It takes from 8 to 11 days for germination, so
you will whnt to start them far enough in ad-
vance to be available. To ,take care, Pf the
spread in your claSa, prepare a dish every few
days over a period of several weeks. Do not
use .all your seeds, however_ Some will be
needed later. in Excursion .7-5. Follow 'the
directions in this excursion in preparing the
dishes. All plants should be germinated in the
dark. Be sure to' keep them watered.

CHAPTER 1 23
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EOU1PMENT UST

Per student or student-team

container, labeled -Bean Experiment"
(containing 1 vial labeled Parents," I vial
labeled "First Generation," I bag labeled
"Second Generation.- and I 50-ml plastic
beaker). (See end of Chapter I for details.)

That's Using
the Old Bean
Excursion 2-1 It keyed, end 1-1 Is mkiyed,
to thls chapter.

z

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

While waiting for his fruit flies to mature, the
student performs a simulated Crossing expel--
lment with beans to see how a single feature
is reproduced In succeeding generations.

At this point you're trying to do two things at oncekeep
track of your developing fruit flies and take a look at in-
heritance in another kind of living thing, the bean plant.
Once again you will be trying to find some pattern in the
way features are passed from parents to offspring.

Unfortunately, plants grow so slowly that it would take
months for you to experiment with beans in the same way
you are experimenting with fruit flies. To save time, you will
be given some beans like the ones you would get if you
actually grew plants.

To begin, you will need a box labeled "Bean Experiment"
Check to be sure the box contains these items:

,1 vial labeled "Parents"
Nig. labeled "First Generation"
1 bag labeled "Second Generation"
1 50-ml plastic beaker

ACTIVITY 2-1. Examine the two beans in the vlal labeled
Parents."

Chapter 2

MAJOR POINTS

1. The use of the systems approach In study-
ing Inheritance is reemphasized.
2. In terms of one feature, all the first-
generation offspring from a cross of two
different pure strains resemble one of the
parents.
3. When two first-generation offspring are
crossed, the second-generation offspring
show a 3-to-1 ratio for a particular feature.
4. A ratip. Is a convenient way to express a
relationship between two st3ts of numbers.
5. The "sampling" idea can be used In study-
ing large numbers of objects.
6. The Vpan experiment poses several impor-
tant questions for further study.

25
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Experience has shown that less than 75'; of
the !students do Excursion I-1 in Chapter 1,
It is so short . however. that even those who
have done it can afford to repeat it Some
students need help here. because they may
develop the idea that beans have sex differ-
ences.

I *".(ei ,rel,

The systems approachconcentrating on one
feature at a timewas one of the reasons that
Mendel was successful in developing a ge-
netic model where others failed. The choice
of an easily recognized feature (color) with
the bean makes It easier for the student to
follow the trait In this simulated crossing ex-
periment.

02-1. In what ways arc the beans different from eaCh other?

Take a look at your answer to question 2-1. If you listed
sex as one of the differences between the beans, you arc
wrong. One of the beans is n9t the male parent, and the other
is not the female parent. If you ilia& this mistake, you would
really gain by doing Excursion 1-1 again.

In answering question 2-1, you could have listed a dozen
or more features as differentsize, weight, color, spottedness,
and thickness of coat, to name jost a few. Your problem is
to try to find a pattern in the way features like these arc
passed from parents to offspring.

If you tried to keep up with all possible features at the
same time, the problem woqld be pretty tough. But there
is an easier way. Rather than lrying to follow all features,
you can concentrate on just one featurecolor.

The two kinds of seed you've seen have come from two
different plants that were pure strains for seed color.. Let's
review what this means. Plants grown from pure-strain being
for color always produce offspring with beans of thc sami
color as the parent beans. Figure 2-1 shows this,

Nur* 2-1

Continued use of the beans can change their
appearance. They can chip and break_ Check
for such changes and promptly replace dam-
aged or worn-out beans.

26 CHAPTER 2

In your experiment, plants grown from pure-strain white
beans were crossed witlwlants grown from pure-strain brown
beans. Then the offspring beans were picked. A sample of
the beans that were picked is iri the vial labeled-f!Fjrst Gen=
eration."

7
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Examine th beans in the vial labeled "First
Genratiorl."

02-2. Which parent bean color was the same .as the color, ,
of these first-generation beans?

02-3.. Which parent bean color OW not show up in the
firif-generation beans?

The next step in the experiment was to planrthe first
generatiop beans. The plants that grew were then crossed,
and a seeond generation of beans was picked. A few of the
second-generation beans are in the bag labeled "Second
Generation."

02-4. Before opening the bag, try to predict the color of
the beans in it.

ACTIVITY 2-3. Open the bag and examine a law beans from
the second generation.

%41111110*1.

COND
WIERATION

024- Describe the color of the beans in the second-
generation bag.

Compare your observation with your.prediction above.

vv5r WA-
P,2't 4 t rj.
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2-2. Brown; 2-3, White. 14.his Is probably the
student's first experience with masking of a
feature. Don't make a point of explaining the
concept here. The idea should be allowed to
"abw" through Chapters 2 and 3. Then, in
developing a model In Chapter 4. the student
should see how the concept fitetnto the t9al
picture.

2-4. Accept the prediction whether or not It
is correct. The student checks It in question
2-5. Stress honesty hbrt; encourage students
trot to charige their prediction after looking in
the bag.

CHAPTER 2 27
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SAMPLING BEANS

Studon4 should check their fruit flies Oa 47
Some teachers find It helpful to post a sign
on Ithe chalkboard or bulletiri board. saying
"Have Yop Checked Your Fruit Flies Today?"

draa.306eLa.

Li2-8. In this second generation, arc there more brown beans
or more white bfans?

Reminder Did you check-your fruit flies today?

You may have read how television networks find out how
many people watch a -certain program. They do not .call
everyone in the broadcast area. Instead, they call only a small
number of people. They assume that this."sample" of people
will tell them something about the program pref5rences of
all the people in the area. Let's apply this idea to your study
of inheritance in beans.

'4

ACTIVITY 24. Stir the beans In the-second-generation bag. _

Without.looking, take out 2 full beakers of beans. Examine
them and fill in the first two columns of Table 2-1 In your
Record Book. Then pour ih beans back into the bag.

Many students have an inherent distrust of
sampling 'techniques. Without going into a
discussion of statistics, about the only reas-
surance that you can glve is that the proce-
dure is widely used and has been ford de-
pendable enough to base sod% very

Paper Important decisions on the 'findings. You
might want to point out, however, that a larger
sample can give a greater degree of confi-
dence than a smaller sem*. That Is the rea-
son they use 2 beakers ofe6eans, instead of 1.

You Might want to try the sampling first, or
at least check the results of the firit few stu-
dents In Table 2-1. Toe wide a discrepancy
from a 3-46-1 ratio could point to incorrect
preparation Of the samples.

28 CHAPTER 2

The two beakers of beans are a sample of the beans in
your bag. The bag of beans, in turn, is a sample of the entire
second generation. If your sample is a good one, it can tell
you something about the features of all the second-generation
beans_

Table 2-1

SAMPLE COUNT OF SECONDGENERATION 13EANS

brown Beans White Beans Ratio 7

3

r
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One of the writers of this bbok took a sample of second-' generation beans just ievou did. But his sample was larger.
it contained 721 brown beans and 238 white beans. To calcu-,
late a simple ratio, he divided both these numbers (721 and
238) by the smaller number (238), like thiS:

Brown beans to white beans = 721 to 238

= to iN
RC:Ugh ratio = 3.0.3 to'l

The writer's sample contained about three brown beans for
every one white bean.

,Rounding off his answer gives a ratio of about 3 to I.
if rt., don't understand how this calculation was made,

see Excursion 2-1, "Ratio Simplified."

Excursion 2-1 can supply help to those who
have difficulty with the mathematics or the
concept.

02-7. Using the data from Table 2-1, calculate a ratio for
your sample of second-generation teans. .If you have trouble,
turn to Excursion 2-1.

Number of brown beans
to white beans = to

Rough ratio = to

Rounded-off ratio = to

0 2-8. How does your ratio compare with our writer'S?

Figure 2-2 diagrams the experiment you have just studied.
Notice that the colors of the first- and second-generation
beans are not labeled. t,

02-9., Study the diagram carefully and add tht missing in-
formation on bean color and ratio. CHAPTER 2 29
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2-9. First-9eneration beans are all brown.
Second-generation beans are brol<dr zyd
white in a ratio of 3 to 1.

"At"':
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Parent plants

Brown bean White bean

First-generation beans

First generation
plants

Second-generation
beans

What color were the
first-generation beans?

;'"?

What color were the
second-generation beans?

Ratio-- to
brown white

Figure 2-2

S.

Don't expect students to have the answers for
these questions now. However, they are prob-
ably fairly good questions for you to keep in
mind also. as a representation of the things
students should know when they finish the
unit,

90 CHAPTER 2

!it

Note In this exaMple, and throughout the unit, the symbol
X is used to mean a mating or a crossing.

At' this point, you might be asking several question's:

1. Why were all the first-generation beans brown even
though one parent w4s a pure strain for white and the
other parent was a pure strain for brown?

2. Why were some second-generation beans white even
though both parents produced brown beans?

3. Is there anything special about the 3-to-1 ratio of brown
beans to white beans in the seCond generation?

4. Do you get similar results when you cross other plants
and animals? 4s.

These are some of the questions you'll be trying to answer
in the next several chapters. Keep them in mind as you
proceed.

-4
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PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

An car of corn contains a lot of kernels. Each kernel is
a separate seed that can grow into a new plant. The ears
of corn shown in Figure 2-3 represent three-generations. Two
different ,pure-strain parents produce a first generation. A
second-generation offspring was produced from t cross of
first-generation plants.

Figure 2-3
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Rure-strain parent

Pure-strain parent

First generation

First generation

Second generation

Study Figure 2-3 carefully. From your observations, dia-
gram a pattern of inheritance for the, corn seeds like the
diagram for bean seeds given in Figure 2-2. How does the
ratio of colors in the second generation of corn seeds compare
with the one you found for bean seeds?

Record your findings in your Record Book.

Reminder Don't forget to watch your fruit flies daily. Before
going on, check your -calendar to see where you arer in your
fruit-fly eXperitnents.

Before going on,, do Self-Evaluation 2 In your Record
Book.

Air

Depending on care In counting. the ratio of
dark kernels to light kernels should be about
3 to 1.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 3

(Remember that students will go to this chap-
ter before completing Chapter 1.)

Yo0 need several sets of packages labeled
# 1 through #6, prepared as follows!
# 1containing 60 smooth pea seeds

2cohtaining 60 smooth pea seeds
v.3containing'60 smooth pea seeds
# 4containing 60 wrinkled pea seeds
*5containing 60 smooth pea seeds
# 6containIrig 52 smooth pea seeds and 17

wrinkled pee.seeds

Use envelopes fastened with paper clips for
the packages. Check the peas carefully.
Some smooth peas may have deep dimples
and appear wrinkled. Select the, smoothest
peas. You.also need the tobacco seedlings for
Problem Break 3-1. See the note at the end
of Chapter 1 for details.

1

N.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student or student-team

1 set of pea peEkages. it 1 to # 0
(Sao teacher nots, end of 'Chapter 2, for de-
tells of contents )

1 peal gish
3 nevi dishes of tobacco seedlings
(See teacher notes, end of Chapter 1, for
preparation details.)

41.

Watch Your Peas and Q's Chapter 3
CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The Student tests the predictive power of hie
dereloping model In genetics, using pea
moods In another simulated crossing experi-
ment and tobacco seedlings as another ex-
ample. -

stfr

in.the last chapter, you observed how fehtures in beans are
passed frOm parerits to offspring. By thinking about only one
feature---,color--you found a pattern of inheritance: Let's
review whalt you did.

I. Pure4train brown X Pure-strain brown
When pure:strain brown-bean plants were mated with
pure-strain brown-bean plants, only pure-strain brown-
_bean 'offspring resulted. Similarly, a cross between
pure-strain white-bean parents:produced only pure-
strain White-bean offspring: (See Figure-2-1.)

2. Pyre-strain brown
s
X Pure-strain white

You saw a different pattern when plants 'grown, from
. pure-strain hrown beans.were mated with ones \grown

Prom pure-strain white beans. In this case; only rhrown
beans showed up in the first g6eration. But when plants
groWn from the first-generation brown beans were
mated, both bro,vn beans and white beaos showed -up
in the second generation. There were ,three brown beans
for eVery one white bean,. (See Eigtire 2-2.)

Does this pattern liOld fOr other beati-plant features? Does
it hOldfOr other' plants -Mid animals?, If it does, yon cOuld
,use it to make predictions about the offspring of othei sets
of parents:

Let'S' try to use the pattent to predict the. inheritance:of
features in garden peas. If pea .plants anci bean plants fotlOw
the same Ottern in passing features to theivffspring, your
predictions should be accurate.

There ape no pew excursions in this chapter,
but Excurlibri 1-2 Is rekeyed. 54

MAJOR- POINTS

1. Inihtritance of seed texture In peas seems
to follow the same pattern as inheritance of
seed color in beans. Specifically, the pattern
seams to be this:

IY00 SI-1OULD-
SEE MY
PARENTS!

a.' When two Individuals of the same pure
strain ate Crossed, all offspring look like the
parents.
b. When .t.wo IndMduals of different pure,
strains are crossed, the offspring resemble
one parent but not the other
C. Second-generation offspring of parents of
two different pure straVis'may 'look like either
strain, but the feature of one strain shows up
three times as often as the other
2. Predictions can be made for a feature
offspring when the corresponditig features of
the patents are known.
3. The pettern '91 inheritance seemis to hold
for other plants soll
4. Th't pattern ofinheritanCe can be 'used tO
work 131Ickwa;d- town a, second-generation
plant to predict efeature in the flret ger;efe-
tion and in the pure-strain grandparents.

-
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It would seem logical to look to a pail experi-
ment in genetics Gregor Mendel used this
plant as the basis for his great discoveries in
the nineteenth century

To begin the activity, you will nees1 the following items:

6 packages of pea seed, numbered '1 to 6
(Do not open these until told to do so.)

I petri dish

ACTIVITY 3-1. Open package #1; pour the peas from the
package into the petri dish. After answering questions 3-1
through 3-3, return the peas to the package.

3-2. No. Presumably these peas are all from,
the same generatton. A pure strain is estab-
lished over several generations.

3-3. The most correct(answer is "Impossible
to predict.:' If the answer to question 3-2 is -
No, then you cannot predict far the offspring:

34 CHAPTER 3

3-1 List at least two features common to all the peas- in
package #1.

03-2. Can you tell by looking at these peas whether or not
-they are from a pure strain? Explain your answer.

03-3. Suppose two of these peas were planted and the re-
sulting plants were crossed. What features do you predict
thb next generatibn would have?

Like the bean plants in Chapter 2, pea plants'wouki take
months tO produce another generation. Therefore, you will
again work wiih peas gotten from an experiment done by
someone else. The peas you study will look just lila' the ones
that the original experimenter:used.

First, peas like the ones in package # 1 weromplanted; then
.the-plantsithat.grew were crossed. The offspriOg plants pro-
duced peas like the ones in package- #2. (See Figure 3-14

5 5
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OPlanted seeds
from package #

4/

Adult plants

-1 Figura 3-1

First-generation seeds
from package #2

ACTIVITY 3-2. Open package #2. Examine the first-4k
generation peas. Return the peas to the bag after answering
qulostions 3-4 and 3-5.

03-4. How do the features of the first-generation peas in
package #2 corripaire with the features of the parent-
generation peas in p)tckage #

03-5. How do the features you see in the first-generation
peas compare with the prediction yon Made in question 3-3?

Figure 3-2
Planted seeds
from package #2

ty

Adult plants

0 'Second-generation seeds
from package #3

A

CHAPTER 3 35
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3.6 The predictions should be made with
increasing confidence If the student has fol-
lowed the reasoning carefully from tne Chap-
ter 2 beAn experiments ana has noted that
the parent peas were smooth and the first-
generation peas also smooth then there are
really only two predictions possible

I That smooth peas result This would be
based on trip taea of starting with a .pure
strain
2 That smooth peas and other than smooth
peas result (Note that theoretically the stu
dent doesn't really know that there is anything
but smooth peas at this point ) This prediction
would be basecl on starting with6hybrid peas,
which Would have all been the same in the
first generation and shown variation in AIS
second generation

3-11 They would all be smooth (pure-strain)
peas Note that this can be predicted with
s2ne confidence. The student has observed
everal generations necessary to establish a

7) p re strain.

If students have difficulty with questions 3-9,
3-10, and 3-11 above, you should check the
answer to question 3-12 carefully You may
want to urge them into Excursion 1-2 if they
can't operationally define pure strain or don't
see the connection to the questions

C113-6. Suppose you planted these first-generation peas and
crossed two of the offspring plants. What do you predict the
second-generation peas would look likc?

L13-7. Explain why you made the predictions you did.

In the original experiment, peas like those in package.#2
were planted and the resultant plants were crossed. The peas
in package #3 are a sample of the second generation. Exam-
ine these Peas now.

03-8. Was your prediction in question 3-6 correct?
r13-9. What features do the peas in packages # 1, #2, and
#3 have in common?

[13-10. What do we call plants that always produce offspang
exactly like the parents?

E13-11. Suppose some of -the peas in package #3 were
planted and the resultant plants were crossed. Predict what
the WI-spring peas wouIcl look like.

Return, the peas to package #3, fasten the package, and
return it to the supply area.

In answering the last fekv vestions, you probably used
the idea of pure strains. Let's rew the meaning of the term
pure strain. Remember that scientists prefer to define their
terms vith an operational definition.

03-12. Give an operational definition of pure strain. (Sec
Excursion 1-2 if you need help.)

In the next section, you will study the inheritance of still
another feature of pea seeds. Before going on, howeVer, study
Figure 3-3 to review what you have found so far.

Figure 3-3
34

Plants grown
from peas #1

Plants grown
from peas #2 Peas #3
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Package .#4 contains seeds from a kind of pea Nal' !dated
Ao the ones in packages # I. 02, and #3.

ACTIVITY 3-3. Examine the peas in package #4. Return the
poas to their package after answering questions 3-13 through
3-16.

Aar-

MORE AND
DIFFERENT PEAS

03-13. List at- least two featifres common to the peas in
package #4.

Li3-1 4. How do the features of the peas in package #3 differ
from the features of the ones in package _#4?

The peas in package #4 were first-generation peas. These
peas had features like those of the parent peas_
ir-

420
141r. oiAft *4.4.

Planted seeds
from package #4

4\ )
0.: 4

beg,

Adult plants

Second generation seeds?

03-15. Suppose these,first-generation peas in package #4
were planted and the resultant plants were crossed. What
do you predict the second-generation peas would look like?

03-16. Explain why you made the prediction you did.

5(3

3-14. If some care has been exercised in se-
lecting the smooth peas, there will be a
marked difference between them and the
wrinkled ones.

Figure 3-4

3-15 and 3-16. The hoped-for prediction is
that the peas would all be wrinkled, like the
parents In # 4. The reason Would be that it
was a pure strain. For the student to make and
give the reason for this prediction, he must
do one of the following.

1. Assume that it is a pure strain without ex-
perimental evidence, since he has not seen
that three generations of these peas were all
the same.
2. Recognize "wrinkled" 8,0a recessive trait
and realize that in order to have all the peas
show this recessive trait, they would have to
be pure-atrain peas. (This is highlt unlikely,
as the Mudent has not yet learned that traits
can be dominant, tecessive, or masked.)

CHAPTER 3 37
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Note that both typos of peas are referred to
as pure-strain peas The smooth ones have
been experimental!), determined as such, the
wrinkled ones could be assumed to be such
for the reasons given on the preceding page

Figure 3-5

3-19 On the basis of the bean experiments.
the student should be able to predict that all
the peas will look like one of the parents

38
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Let's simplif the:study of inheritance in these pcas by
concentrating on just one featureshape. For the moment
wc will study only the inheritance of seed shape in peas.

03-17, What was the shape (round, or wrinkled) .of thc
pure-strain peas in package #3?

[13-18. What was the shape (round, or wrinkled) of the
pure-strn peas in package #4?

In the original experiment, an interesting cross was made.
A plant grown from peas like the ones in package #3 was
crossed with a plant grown from peas like the ones in package
#4. Then the first generation of peas (package #5) was
picked.

KgbA
eS ,, 06

In answering the next question, let's assume that the in-
heritance of seed texture in peas {ollows the same pattern
as inheritance of seed color in beans.

04-19. What do you predict the 15t as in package #5 will
look like?

,ACTIVITY 3-4. Open package #5, ekamine the seeds, and
answer question 3-20. Then replace the seeds In package *5,
close It, and return it to the supply area.

;41A fr' , ./.1, ; l - wim 1, f , I
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03-20. flow do the features of the peas in package #5
compare with the prediction yoii made in question 3-19?

03-21. Which parent do the peas resemble more?

The original experiment was carried one step further.
Seeds like those in package #5 were planted,. and some of
the plants that grew were crossed. Second-generation peas
were picked from the offspring plants (package #6).

[113-2. What features do you redict the second-generation
peas in package #6 will have? (Include a ratio.)

ACTIVITY 3-5. Open package *6 and examine the seeds.
Answer questions 3-23 through 3-27. Then replace the peas
in package *6, close it, and return it to the supply area.

03-23. Record the number of smooth and the number of
wrinkled seeds.

03-24. What is the rounded-off ratio of smooth seeds to
wrinkled seeds?

03-25. How do your observations compare with the predic-
tion you made in question 3-22?

03-215. How does this ratio compare with the ratio of seed
color you found in the second-generation tiefins? (See Table
2-I.)

03-27. In what way do beans and peas follow a similar
pattern of inheritance?

3-22. Again, baSed on the bean experiments.
the student should be able to predict that
there will be smooth peas .and wrinkled peas
in a ratio of about 3 to 1. HO should know that
there will be more smooth- than wrinkled be-
cause all the first-generation peas in Activity
3-4 were smooth.

This series of questions serves to reinforce
the ideas from Chapter.2. Encourage students
to look back to the bean experiments if they
are having much difficulty.

CHAPTER 3 39
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This is a good- summation of the genetics
model to this point. The model will be tested.
and its predictive power explored, in Problem
Break 3-1. which follows.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Tobacco seeds germinate .more uniformly.
grow taller, and need less watering when kept
in the dark. However, the seeOlings will all be
colorless (white) until they are permanently
placed in the light. Then those able to develop
chlorophyll (tucn green) will do so within 24
hours. Consequentry, you should bring the
dishes that are to be used Into the light at
least 24 hours before the student observes
them.
Actually, the recessive gene for albinism only
inhibits chlorophyll formation fOr a period of
time. Some of the normally albino plants wiH
turn green as they grow older. You will hays
to be alert for this and discard the contents
of those dishes in which seedlings no longer
ihow albinism.

40 CHAPTER 3
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Your observations -on the inheritance of seed shape and
color in beans and peas show that information about particu-

-Jar featOres is soniehow passed from parents to offspring. The
message seems to have been communicated like this:

1. When two individuals of the same pure strain are
crossed, ;11\offspririg should look like the parents.

2. When two individual-S."0f different pure strains are
crosSed, the offspring-'sliould rese.mble one parent but
not the other.

3. Second-generation offspring of parents of two different
pure strains should look like either strain:but:the fea-
tures of one strain show up three times as often as those
of the other.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

You have found ti similar pattern in beans and peas. Does
s -pattern hold true for other plants, too? Let's see!
Pi imp three petri dishes of sprouted tobacco seeds. Count

the numb'et-q shoos, of the two colors you see (green and
white). Thee plants came from seeds of second-generation
plants. Figure 3-6 diagrams the crosses that were made.

Figure 3-6
*447.7,1ner.3t-

Pure-straln parent

First-generation plant

X Pure-atraln parent

I

4/

X First-generation plant

4/ sle

...""

Second-generation plants
(Those in yokir petri dishos)

V.'""
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Let's assume that tobacco plants follow the same pattern
of inheritance as beans and peas.

Try working backward from the second-generation plants
in the petri dishes to predict the color of the tirst-generation
and of the pure,strain parents. In your Record Book, draw
up a table of your predictions.

Easily seen features of pea seeds and tobacco seeds have
taught you still more about inheritance. In the next chapter,
you'll be asked to develop a model to explain the pattern
that you have seen here. If you like a challenge, you might
try to think of your own model now. If you've come up with
what you think is a good one, desc`ribe it in your Record
Book. Later you can check to see how good it really is.

Rminder Don't forget to watch your fruit flies daily. Before
gofng on, rheck your calendar to see where you ore in your
fruit-fly experiment's.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 In your Record
Book.

,,,..;,rrst ,T,Ft

Students should find a ratio of approximately
3 to 1 for green and white (albino) plants. If
they use the peas (and the beans) as exam-
plea. they should reason
genetaticiti plants were alike
the pure-strain parents were
colors (green and white).

that all first-
(all green) and
of two different

Unlesa students have some prior knowledge
of genetics, it is not reasonable to expect
them to postulate much of a model . at this
time.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 4

No extensive preparations are necessary tor
the chapter. However, you should have the
brown and clear plastic squares and the
paper bags readily available. Students wHI be
going on to this chapter before completing
Chapter 1.

CHAPTER 3 41
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

2 paper bags
2 brown plastic squares
2 clear plastic squares

Bits of Information
Excursions 4-1 and 8-.1 are keyed to this
chapter.

Your observations have shown that parent peas, beans, and
corn plants all pass fedtures to their offspring in the same
way. In this chapter your problem will be to develop a model
with which to explain the pattrn you have found.

Let's start by summing up what you saw in the bean seed
experiment.

I. Each parent plant had beans with a distinctive color.
One pure-strain bean parent had brown beans, and the
other pure-strain bean parent had white beans.

2. Only one seeji color showed up in the first generation;
all the beans of the first generation were brown.

3. In the second generation, both seed colors appeared
again. Some second-generation plants had brown beans
and others had white beans.

4. In the second generation, the ratio of colors was three-
brown .beans to one white bean.

Pure-strain
brown

Brown

I

41 I
Brown

Parents

Pure-strain
white

First generation

Brown

BroWn Brown White

Second
generation

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

On the basis of past observations. a model Is
developed to explain the pattern of genetic
Inheritance.

Chapter 4
MAJOR POINTS

1. A good model can help explain an ob-
served pattern of inheritance_
2. A good model should also enable you to
predict features in offspring.
3. A scientist always tries to build the simplest
model to explain his observations.
4. Although simple, the one-bit modeLoannot
easily explain genetic inheritance in suc-
ceeding generations.
5. The two-bit model assumes that each par-
ent has two bits tor each feature, and that
each parent passes one bit to the offspring.
6. When two different bits of information are
received, one bit may mask the other.
7. Chance determines which of two bits Will
be passed from parent to offspring_
8. The two-bit model accounts for the obser-
vations made so tar.
9. Scientists USO a test cross in looking .fOr
hidden bits of Information.'
10. In making a test cross, you should use a
pure strain of the masked feature.

Figure 4-1

Students should still be checking their fruit
flies. daily.

43
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Aro ydur students famiilar with the Concept of
a scientific model? You may want to have
some small-group discussion with them on
the points below.

BUILDING A MODEL

k

Mental models are
(1) man-made,
(2) based on reasonable assumptions,
(3) kept as simple as possible,
(4) based on observations,'
(5) used to suggest new experiments and

observations,
(8) used to predict what will happen in new

but similar situations,
sotnetimes changed when they don't ex-
plain new observations, and -
sometimes discarded It they cannot be
changed to accoynt for new observations.

(7)

(8)

04-1. For what feature did the peas you studied follow a
pattern similar to the one shown in Figure 4-1?

The model you develop for how parents pass on their
features must explain why the bean experiment turned out
as it did. More than that, it should enable you to predict
the features of the offspring of other kinds of plants and
animals.

You may already have decided that a. message that deter-
mines the features of the offspring is somehow sent from.
parents to their offspring. Let's assume that this is true, and
call this message a "bit of information."

Let's assume that offspring get all their bits of information
from their parents. in other words, a brown bean is a brown
bean because it got a bit of information that says "Form
brown color" from either one or both parent plants. A white
bean has a bit of information that says "Form white color,"
which was passed to it from one or both of its parents.

As you should know by now, in building a model you can
make any assumptions that seem reasonable. In building your'
model, you could assume that every individual receives from
his parents one, two, three - . or more bits of information
for each feature. But the scientist always tries to build the
simplest model that will explain his observations.

4

THE ONE-BIT MODEL

t=.

44 CHAPTER 4
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The simplest model obviously assumes that each individual
has just one bit of information for each of its features. The
bit of information was passed along from one parent oi the
other. Let's see how well this simple model explains the
pattern you've seen in the observatimis you've made.

According to this one-bit model, brown beans received one
bit of information for brownness, and this is what makes
them brown. White beans, on the other hand, got a bit of
information for whiteness.

)V ", ' wet*.
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To help you understand the way this model works, you
will use plastic squares to represent bits of information. A
brown square will represent a bit of information that says
-Form brown." Likewise, a colorless square will represent
a bit of information that says_"Form

Pick up these materials from the supply area:.
2 paper bags

brown square
1 colorless square

Note that the student uses two bags with a
different kind of plastic square in each Later.
he will use twO of each kind of square with
the two bags

Draw one re
from eltker one of the bags.

ACTIVITY 4-1. Place the brown square in one bag and the
031001111 square in the other bag. Each bag now represents
one pure-strain parent. Draw one square from either one of
the bags. The square represents the bit of information passed
on to a first-generation offspring.

Figure 4-2B reviews what happened when you crossed
plants grown from pure-strain brown beans with plants grown
from pure-strain white beans. Figure 4-2A shows what you
know about the bits of information involved.

Use the one-bit model to answbr the next five questions
about the experiment shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2A

Brown bit
-of information

Pure-strain
*rent #1 N

White bit
of informatidn

first generation

7 bits of information

Pure strain
parent #2

Figure 4-2B

Pure-strain
parent #1

Brown

Pure-strain
parent #2

*First generation

1111
Brown

White



4

This series of questions is designed to show
the difficulty with the one-bit model. Since he
has not been able to explain all the observa-
tions. the.student should:de led to decide to
try a different model. You will probably find
that students are reluctant to discard a model
once they have started using it. Even good
scientists have exhibited this behavior in the
past.

1t .

Figur 4-3

,46 CHAPTER 4
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04-2. What bit of information for seed color did the pure-
strain parent #1 have?

04-3. What bit of information for seed color did the pure-
strain parent #2 have?

04-4. What color were all the first-generation beans?

04-5. In Activity 4-1, what color square (bit) did you pick
from one of the bags (parents)?

D4-6. What color square-(bit) would you have ho pick in
order to produce the first-generation bean shown in Figure
4-2B?

04-7. According to ihe one-bit model, did the first-gen-
eration beans get their bit 'of information for color from
parent #1 or parent #2?

The one-bit model explains the first generation only if you
assume that all the first-generation offspring rtceived a bit
of information for brown. This bit would have had to come
from parent #1.

[14-8. Why couldn't parent #2,have supplied a brown bit
of information?

11

Paient #2 had only bits of information for white_ It'ap-
parently contributed no bits to its offspring.

Now let's try to apply the one-bit model to what you
obserVed in the second gene tion. Figure 4-3 reviews that
experiment.

First-generation parent

Brown

First-getiO)iatleingarent

Brown

Second-crop plants

3 Brown to 1 White

11,:° t-4. Sg: see ' .1 5:e9,' '! I.% ' '.11t '''44,`'
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Lct's use the mie-bit model to see if-we can duplicate the
results of the experiment.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Place one brown square In each of the two
bags. Each bag now represents one first-generatibn plant.
Draw on square from either tine of thit bags. Each scialtie
represnts a bit\that could be passed off to a second-genera-
ffon offspring.

draw onYWguare
from either one of the bags.

04-9r If you continue to draw squares (bits of information)
from either bag ?parent), What color square will you always
draw?

04-10. Using th -bit hiodel, how can you explain the
reappearance o tho- white beans in the secOttd generation
(see Figure 4- ? ,

PRPBLEM BREAK".4-1
'14

s,

I

If you were able to use the one-bit model at all to explain
why white beans showed up in the second generation, yOu -
probably had to make some pretty strange assumptions.
When this *pens, it's a sood idea to search for a more
useful model. The rest of this chapter *ill help -you to do
this, but first you have a chancc to work on your own,. Try
to develop a "bit-of-information model" that will explain the
four points listed on page 43. In building your model, assume
that dill numbers of bits of infOrmation are passed
along. Then de 'de which number of bits works best. Spend
up to one full say with this, and describe in your Record
Book the best , planation that you can come up with.

4-.10. It is impossible to explain thefeappear-
ance of the white beans in the second gener-
ation by using the one-bit model, This, and the
earlier fact that all the bits of information for
the first generation had to come from-only one
parent, makes the one-bit model unaccept-
able.

Problem Break 4-1. It Is impossible to predictt
the neW model suggested by the student. He
may come up with a two,bit model, but may
be unable to make it work. Accept the stu-
dent's best effort: he can check his-own suc-
cess as the text devplops its, two-bit mgdel.
Encourage Students to make individual Ind
grouP attempts to produce a workable model -.
(one that explains and predictS).

CHAPTER 4 47
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A TWO-BIT MODEL

This Is the model that Tvorks. Students may
complain about being It3t1 doWn the false path
.of the one-bil model. This is the .nature of
science. Many erroneous ideas are tried be-
fore a successful one is founti.

4A-

A

Pe,

A
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Ptrhaps your model will do the job; perhaps not. But one
thing is sure. The one-bit model ts in trouble. Let's look at
the next simplest possibihtya two-bit model.

For this model, you will, assume two thhigs: (I) every indi-
vidual has two bits of information f:or each feature, and (2)
one ilia for each feature is passed from each parnt to its
offsprifig. To make it eaSy to understand what is happening,

JOU will again use the plastic squares. This timt you will
.fieed two brown and two colorless squares.

Let's try to use this two-bit model to explain the. experi-
ment reviewed in Figures 4-2 and. 4-3.

Rememlwr that .pure-strain brown-bean plants crosse:d
etth similar plants arways produced brown beans. This makes
it reascpable to suppose the pure-strain brown-bean plants
can pass along bits of information for brown only. Similarly,
pure-strain whitel+eans must,pass along only bits of infor-
mation for white.

ACTIVITY 4-3. Place two brown-;squares An one bag and two
colorless squares In the other bag. Each bag now represent')
one pure-strain parent. Draw one squat/e from each bag. Stack
'the two squares together. These two squares represent one
offspring.

Drav one tonere
!rem each bag.

If you followed the directions coillk<tly, yoli got one bron
and one colorless square. 'Me squares represent the bits of
information that, the offspring received from its pure-strain
brown-bean parent and its pure-krain white-bean parent.

. .

DI-11. What is the only combmation of bits, of inftrmatiori
(squares) you can get by selecting one bit Rom 'each bag?

e '1'
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You now have an interesting problem. You know that the
offspring from the cross of a pure-strain brown-bean plant
And a pure-strain white-bean plaw,i were all brown (sec
Figure 4-2B). Yet your two-bit model suggests that each of
these offspring received a bit of information for white from
its white parent. Why didn't the white bit show up?

04-12. An assumptiOn about the bits of information cah
explain why only brown-beans showed up in the first genera-
tion. What is that assumption?

Perhaps you had trouble with question If so, an
activity with the squares may help you out.

ACTIVITY 4-4. Place one brown quare and one colorless
square In a stack as shown. Hold the stark up to th light
and look through It.

4

4-12. Possible.suggestidhs mi
following: tho white bit.snay be
white bit gets -lost", the bro
pOwer's tho white bit.

ht incluCte the
etective: the
n bit over-

no.

04,13. What is the overall color of the two-square stack?

04-14. What assumption about bits of information does this
suggest to explain why only broWn beans showed up in the

t generation?

fmportant assumption

Suppose we make f41 important .assumpti9n about in-
herited bits of infoynationthe bit of i,Qfarmatfon for brown
can mask the b$ of information for, white. This mcans that
a plant'with on* lvit of information tor +rown and one bit
of information for white would produce only brawn ',tans..

-v
p.

9'

4-14. Theiwhlte bit is masked (hidden,_cov-
ered up) by the brown bit.
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4-15 One brown and one white

4-1111 Brown

4-17. Brown
Check these answers carefully. The success
of the hvo-bit model and its acceptance the
Mudent rest heavily on this reasoning

,

`14r4k4k-kfi,,

1.1
11.1

tr!

. Parent #1

Parent # 2

- ,

7

Use your two-bit modd, including the new Assumption,
to answer the next two questions.

[11 4-15. What bits of information would offspring get from
a cross of pure-strain brown-bean plants and pure-strain
white-bean plants?

[14-18. Assuming that the brown hit of information can
riiask the white bit of information, what color(s) would you
expect the first-generation beans to be?

[14-17. What color were the first-generation beans (see
Figure 4-2B)?

So far, so-good. But whal about the:second croli YOu will
remember that this is what happened when' the first-genera-
tion plants were crossed: ,

Brown Brown 3 brown and 1 white
first generation first generation in second generation

1 x 1 WOO
Can thes 'results be explained by the two-bit model? Let's

try an experiment to find out.

04-18.,What combination of two squares represented the
bits of information of the fits)-generation offspring? '

The .first-generation offspring are also the second-genera-
tion parents (see Figure 4-3). Let'S see what would happen
if beans from two such parents were planted and a second
generation produced.

'ACTIVITY 4-5. Place one brown square and one colorless
square In one bag (parent #1). Place one brown square and
one colorless square In the second bag (parent #2).

These two bags now represent the parents of the second
generation. Remember that each square stands for a bit of
information.

z,e,. ''2,
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04-19. According to the two-hit model, how many squares
should yoti take from each bag to produce a second-
generation offspring?

Well, now you have another' problem. Each one of this
pair of parents has two different bits of information. But only
one bit can be passed along to the offs.prIng from each par-
ent. The question is, "Which oife?"

Once again you can use the "keep it simple" rule of model
building. About the simplest answer ,to the "which one"
question is "either one." That is, you can- assume one bit
has as much chance of being passed on as the other.

In a moment, you will blindly select one square (bit of
information) from each bag. Either square in each bag has
the same chemce of being selected.

04-20. Place a check mark in your Record Book ,next to
each combination of squares listgd below that you could pick.

Two brown squares
One brown square and one colorless square
Two colorless squares

ACTIVITY 4-6. Without looking, releich in and take one square
from each bag. Indicate with a check mark in Table 4-1 in
your Record Book the combination of squares you got. Return
ach squar to the bag from which it came. Shake the bags
and repeat the procedure at least 60 times.

One of' the difficult things for students to ac-
cept in genetics is the idea of chance. Mendel
recognized this chance factor, and realized
that it would require relatively large numbers
of offspring before a pattern of inheritance
could be determined. Thus, in question 4-20.
all three combinations are possible However.
if ono bit were drawn from each bag only
three times, It is flighty unlikely that the three
combinations Would be attained Incidentally.
for your information only, you will note that
the middle combination (one brown sqtAire
and one colorless square) Can be obtained in
two ways: a brown from the first bag and a
colorless from the second, or a colorless from
the first bag and a brown from the second.
Each of the other combinations can only be
obtained one way: This explains why there
shoOld be approximately twice as many of the
middle combination as there are of either of
the other two.

Note The success of this activity depends upon your honesty.
It may be possible to tell the squares apart by the way they
feel. Do not let this influence _you. Take the first square you
touch each time.

"ttl, ,`
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Actually. GO trials are too lew Table 4 1

should show totals ol antwo,,,rnately
15-30-15 When the data is entered in Tablu
4 2 it should show noproximalely 45 15 nr
a rounded-on ratio of 3 to I However wIth
this number PI trials, it is not usual to get
founded-0d ratios closer to 2 to 1 or 4 to 1

it this bothers the students. have thorn do
greater number 01 trials

p.

Sixty trials may seem like a lot. You might think that two
or thrcc times would bc enough. A little later you will see
why so many trials arc necessary.

Tabl 4-1

COMBINATIONS OF SQUARES IN SECOND GENERKflON

2 Brown
I Brown

I Colorless 2 Colorless
.

Check
marks

,

Totals ,

Mse the data in Table 4-1 to complete Table 4-2_ Remem-
ber that each pair of squares represents a second-generation
offspring. Remember also that brown bits can mask white
bits_

Tabl 4-2

Number of
Brown-seed
Offspring

Nurnbcr of
Whitc-secd
Offspring

Total
,

Rough
ratio

.

Rounded-off
ratio

04-21, How does the ratio of brown to white in Table 4-2
compare with the color ratio you actually found earlier (Table
2-1)?

Did you find three combinations of bits for brown ,s1?eans

for every one resulting in white? If you did not, check over
your work.

Well, the two-bit model should have passed the test fairly
well. It accoun4 for the observations you've made. TO be
sure that you are clear on what your model says, letri try

52 CHAPTER 4 to state it clearly.
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A

ANYBOOY
GIVE ME
TWO BITS
FOR THIS

BEAN ?

Reviewing the two-bit model

l. Every individuar has two bits of information for each
fefiture; the individual's appearance depends upon what
those bits are.

2. During reproduction, each parent passes to its offspring
one bit of information for each feature. This gives the
offspring its two bits for each feature.

1 Chance determines which of the two bits for a feature
is passed from parent to offspring.

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may mask the other.

Your two-bit model Is very much like the one now used
by.scientists. A bit of information has been gotten as to what
these bits of information are like aind where they-are located.
The story of how, this information was gotten is quite inter-
esting. When you get to. Chapter 6, you'll have a chance to
do Excursion 6-1, which will tell you a bit more_ atiout it
and about bits, too. If you're really interested,you might want'
to take a look at this excursion now.

PROBLEM BREAK 4-2

The two-bit model explained nicely your earlier observa-
tions of bean seeds. But remember that a good model will
help you to predict as well as to explain. Can the two-bit
model predict as well as explain? Let's see.

The results of three crosses with bean plants are drawn
on page 54. For two of the crosses, the offSpring's beans have
not been described. It is up to you to use the two-bit model
to predict What color the offspring's beans will be. Discuss
your results with your teacher, your classmates, cA both. Write
in your Record Book a brief description of how you used
the model to predict the bean colors.'

)A,
1.4), rI, 9..sitsj

,,

Thla Is a good summation of the two-bit model
so far.

Excursion 6-1 Is Interesting, but it is probably
little premature at this point. It asks some

questions about material in Chapter 6 that the
student has not yet studied.

Problem Break 4-2 is Important. It will test the
student's understanding of the model. You
may have to suggest a method for the student
to use. He may use the brown and clear
squares In the paper bags (with a largo num-
ber of trials for each case); he may use the
diagram method:

:el i
Or he may use the ''square" method:

B B

Bw Bw

Bw Bw

CHAPTER 4 53
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Students may be reluctant to try other models
after they have seen the apparent.success of
the two-bit model. They should find that
models with more than two bits are cumbe
some to use and will probably fail to exult,'
past observations.

CHAPTER 4

a
Moan Cross #1

Pure-strain
white-bean

parent

Bean Cross *2

Pure-straln
Xbrown bean

parent

Brown-bean
first generation X

piant

Bean Cross #3

Brown-bean Xfirst generation
plant

Pure-strain
white bean

plant

Pure-strain
brown bean

plant

MID

Brown-bean
first gonerst(on

plants

-0" ? bean plants

CND

? bean plants

Hint In solving the problems, VQU mar want to set up experi-
ments like the ones shown in Activities 4-5 and 4-6.

PROBLEM BREAK 4-3

Will other models work as well as your two-bit model?
Here's your chance to find out. You may test as many models
as you like, but do not spend more than one peri* on this
activity. As a start, you might try a three-bit model; then
a four-bit model; and so on.

First, insert some number other than one ot two in the
model description given below. (You've Already used those.)
Then try to use the new model to explain your bean-seed
observations. Describe the results in your Record Bodk and
state whether or not the new models is a good one.

1. Eachdividual has bit,
feature; the individual's appear
those bits are.

1 Durtng reproduction,
of information for ea
gives the offspring its

3. Chance determines whic
to offspring.

4. Some bits of information m
mation.

of information for 'each
nce depends upon what

each parent passes bit(s)
feature to its offspring. This

bits.
bis are passed from parent

k other bits of infor-

'



Suppose you were given some brown bean seeds but were
told nothing about their parents. How would you know
whether or not they were a pure strain? Could the twc/-bit
model be used to explain the background of these seeds?
Let's find out.

According to the two-bit model, a plant may wry bits
of information that don't show, because, one bit of informa-
tion may mask another bit of information. Scientists find a
test cross useful in finding out if organisms have "invisible"
bits of information.

In a test cross, you cross the unknown plant with a known
plant_ Let us consider the unknown plant first. If you were
given some brown seeds, they could have either Of two possi-
ble Sets of bits. They could be either:

INC0
Pure impure (One bit fOr brown.
(Two bits for brown) one for white)

Let's see what would happen iiyou planted one bf the
brown seeds and crossed the new plant with a pure-strain
brown plant.

Figure 4-5A shows what the offspring would be like if the
unknown -se4d had two bits of information for "Form
brown." Figure 4-5B shows.what the offspring would be like
if the unknoWn seed had one bit of information- for "Form
brown" and another for "Form wh4e.'11
Figure 4-5A Figur. 4-S13

TEST CROSS

This material on a test crosa. can be useful
for two reasons.

1. It tan acquaint the student with this impor-
tant procedure and give h-im rules for carrying
it out
2. It can give hlm practice in using crossing
diagrams, as shown in Figs. 4-5A and 4-58

Figure 4-4



The student's answers to those three ques-
tions should indicate that he understands why
the brown-bean (the dominant) plant should
not be used in a test cross whatever typo it
is crossed with, all first-generation seeds will
be brown.

4-28. When the pure-strain white-bean plant
is used in a test cross, there may be a differ-
ence in offspring. When the pure-strain
brown-bean plant is used, offspring hre al-
ways alike (brown). Incidentally, as used here,
the term impure really means a hybrid, or
"mixed-bit" plant, The term- hybrid has not
been introduced at this point.

56 CHAPTER 4

If you wish, you can test the two crosses shown in Figures
4-5A and 4-513 with the plastic sqtwes and bags.

04-22. What colorseeds resulted from both crosses?

04-23. Does the cross shown in Figures 4-5A and 4-5B tell
you whether your unknown seed was pure or impure?

04-24. EzcplAin why a pure-strain brown-bean plkint is not
a good plant to use in a 4cst cross.

sr'

Obviously, you have to make some other type of cross.
Figure 4-6 shows such a cross: plants grown from unknown
seeds are crossed with plants known to be pure strain for
white seeds.

Figure 4-6

04-25. What color seeds resulted from 'the two crosses.?

04-26. Compare your answers for questions 4-22 and 4-25.
How do they differ?

04-27. How could you use a cross like this to tell whether
your unknown seed was pure or impure?

04-26. Explain why a pure-strain white-bean plitnt and not
a pure-strain brown-bean plant must be used in a test cross.

04-29. What ratios are found in a test cross using a pure-
strain white bean?

Now you should tackle Problem Break 4-4 to see-how well
you understand the idea of a test cross.

7rI4



PROBLEM BREAK 4-4

Suppose you were given some smooth pea seeds but were
told nothing about their parent plants. I-low could you find
out whether they are pure strain or not? Describe your ex-
periment in your Record Book.

. Ratios, ratios, rati3s. You either have to be tired of them
by now or very suspicious. Aren't you suspicious of the 3-to-1
ratio that keeps showing up in peas, beans, and totacco
plants? A scientist rarely accepts a fact without proof. If you
would like proof of why certain ratios keep reappearing, turn
to Excursion 4-1, "Don't Flip over This.-

Rminder Don't forget to watch your fruit flies daily_ Before
going on, check your planning chart w see where you are in
your fruit-fly experiment:

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 4 In your Record
Book.

WO/

4,

Irt

73

Encourage students to describe a test-cross
experiment, and not just to say "grow the
smooth poa seeds fof several generations
Although this might br.ayide the answer. it
would take a much longer time.

ij(sPj ; ;Z-1, 11, I

Excursion 4-1 will generally be enjoyed by the
students. You may have to loan some coins.
It Is a, good exercise to help understand
chance or probability.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 5

Students will need small pieces of PTC
(ptienylthlocarbamide) paper for the taste
test. The strips In the supply vial are about 48
mm x 7 mm and can be cut into 4 equal
parts, 12 mm long, for economy reasons.
These pieces should be placed in a capped
vial marked "Taste Paper A." Plain white
paper that is similar in texture should-be cut
in identical sizes and placed in a second
capped vial marked "Taste Paper B." These
will serve as a control. PTC is a harmless
chemical, but some students may find the
taste objectionable. You might consider hav-
ing a few mints or for use
after the taste tests. Or udents might be
allowed to rinse their fhouths at the water
baslh.

CHAPTER 4 57
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EQUIPMENT -UST

Per student-team

2. or more pieces PTC:taste paper A
/ or more pieces untreated taste paper B

°Soil p59. 87

Either Heads or Tails
There are no excursions keyed to this chap-
ter.

It's time to take a good look at where you've_been and where
you're going. It's taken you four chapters to develop your
"two-bit modeL" The two-bit model you've built assumes
that:

I. Each individual has gotten from its parents two bits o
information for each feature.

21 During reproduction, each parent passeS io its offspring
one bit of information for each feature.

1 Chance determines which of the two\ bits is passed from
parent to offspring.

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may mask the other.

,..4bakal.W.C....-Adkilt k

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Tfie two-bit model Is used to nred,ct and ex-
plain the Inheritance of "either-or features in
humans.

Chapter 5

MAJQI:1, RQINTS.

1 Now that the two-bit model-has been de-
veloped. It can be tested with human features
2. Some human features. such as ability to
taste PTC. are of tho either-or type.
3.. The bit of information that appears to do
the masking is called dominant.
4. The bit of information that appears to be
masked is said to be recessiv..e.
5. A dominant bit may be represented by a
capital letter: a lower-case letter is usually
used for the recessive bit.
6. The tw,px6it model works well with either-or
human features.
7. Family trees of either-or features are help-

-ful in understanding human inheritance.
8. Predictions about features of parents or
offspring can be made in terms only of proba-
bility, not of certainty

The model seems to work with pea seeds, bean seeds, and
tobacco plants, and you will soon be finding out if it works
with fruit flies. But can the model help to explain how human
parents pass men- features on to their children? Let's try to
find Out.

' First, you'll study the ability of people to taste a harmless
chemical called PTC (phenylthiocarbamide). To begin the
experiment, you will need four or five strips, of paper that
have been soaked -in PTC.

Only small pieces of taste paper are neces-
sary. See the teacher notes on page 57.

59
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_ACTIVITY 5-1. Put a piece of PT,C paper Into your mouth end
chew it. Have several of your classmates chew PTC paper.
Also, check with any others who have already chewed PTC.

Ap

The PTC Is an example of an either-or feature.
It is either tasted or not tasted. About 709;- of
people experience a bitter taste, while the
others taste nothing. Therefore, in question
5-3. there should be no -In-between" re-
sponses.

60 CHAPTER 5

.-44;

05-1. If anyone could taste the PTC, how do they describe
the taste?

05-2. How did those who could not taste PTC describe their
experience?

05-3. If anyone got a different. taste from the others, de-
scribe it_

[15-4. Every student might have chewed something to pro-
vide a control for this expe.riment. What was it? (Go ahead
and have them do it as a check, if you wish.)

vet

As you have just discovered, some people can taste PTC
and some cannot. Figure 5:1 shows the response to PTC
among members of a make-believe family.---the Smith fam-
ily. Look it over carefully. Notice that the chart shows
whethei or not each family member could taste PTC. It also
shows how all of the faMily members are related to one
another.

Now let's try to itse the twq-bit model to explain the Stnith
family data. The description of the model on, page 59 may
be helpful as you answer the next few questions.

Begin by looking.,at Grandfather Smith and Grandmother
Smith. One is a taster, and the other one is a nontaster. They,.
had four children.

1
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I Grandfather Smith
Taster

(

0 0
Grndmother Smith

Nnntaster

0 0
Ted Smith

Taster
Fred Smith

Taster
Mary Smith

Tester

1

John Smith
Taster

-P
Grandtsthea Jones

Nonlaster

Sara Jones
Nontaster

Grondmother Jones
Nontaster

Harry Jones
Nontaster0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O.

[ Sam Smith
Taster

Jane Smith Mike Smith
Nontaster Taster

Figur. 5-1

Sally Smith
Nontaster0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

05-5. Suppose you assume that the two bits of information
for tasting PTC are "taste" and "nontaste." Which of these
bits seems to do the masking, and which is masked? Look
at statement 4 of the two-bit model on page 59 before an-
swering.

Scientists usually call the bit for the feature that does the
masking the dominant bit. The bit for the feature that is
masked is usually called the recessive bit. Usually they use
a capital letter, such as T, to represent the dominant bit and
a small letter (like t) for the recessiVe hit.-

Under each name iq Figure 5-1 in your Record Book are
two circles:The circles represent the two bits of lnffirmation
of that person for taste! or nontaster. .Msu ming thlit T stands
for the taster bit and t for the nontaster bit, you are to
properly label each circle with a 1. or a t. Your answers to
questions 5-6 through 5-9 may be of help to you.

According to your two-bit model, every member of the
Smith family has to have two bits of information for tasting
PTC.

,
Whicli two bits (T or t) must every nontaster have?

Why?

Vse the correct letters to label the bits (circles) of all the
nontasters in Figure 5-1 in your Record Book.

ar 71.:

. 4, . t;..' 0*, p, %)%. '4' 44

Tom Jones
Nontaster

5-5. The 'laste" bit seems to do the masking.
The fact that all four children of Grandfather
and Grandmother Smith were tasters sug-
gests that a cross of a pure-strain taster and
a pure-strain nontaster resulted in a first gen-
eration all with the same feature It this Is the
case, then In querstion 5-6, a nontaster must
be tt. Otherwise the dominant. T, would mask
the recessive, t. By the same reasoning, in
question 5-7 a taster-may be- either a Tt or a
TT. Using the foregoing, all the tasters and
nontnters in Figure 5-1 could be filled in as
follows:

Grandfather SmithTT+
Grandmother Smithtt
Grandfather Jonestt
Grandmother Jonestt
Ted Smith. Fred Smith, Mary Smith. and John

Smithall Tt
Sara Jones, Harry Jones, and Tom Jonesall

tt
Sam Smith and Mike SmithTt
Jane Smith and Sally Smithtt

*The greatest uncertainty Is with Grandfather Smith.
He could be either TT or Tt and still have four Tt
children. Also, all his brothers and sisters could be
either TT or Tt (question 5-a).

CHAPTER 5, 61
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05-7. Tz.ISters might have either of two combinations of two
bits: What lire the two combinations?

.n5-8. ,What. two bits Of information
Smith have?

ln answeririt the last question, you can be sure _that John
Smit!h has at least one bit for taste (T) ecause he is a taster.
clut itiis not so efsy to decide wila1 secOnd bit of

I information is. Foil a _clue, you should look back at the fca-

RN- tdste does John

tures off hig parents.

You shoulcl Ii
jetters to use Sol all

2:;prandfather Smith_
.

andfather
*t...twoletter wou.s

pin the proper
our Recoid Book.

!s--1

ave,no trouble figuring oUt what two
the, tas ers in Figure 50 except ,for

Suppose you found ouir chat all of
brothers nd sisters had been tasters,-
ld you'gie Grandfather Smith?
letters for all the tasters in Figure 5-1

. go.

Have yorlvcr i ked closely at people's ears? No! Well;
. ,. here's yoUr-OLince. Eafs Come with either.attached lobes or

unattached lo'bes.' Figure 5-2 .shows the difference between
the two_

. ,- r.
Atthough,o'st..not ilw4s easy to cell whether a person's

e4.r lobes:ajefuttached or unattached (some people have one
.1 Figure.5-2 'Of eac'h), yoq...c.iii usuaHMecide dne way or the. other_

.
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A few 'years ago, Dr. A. S. Wiener of New York City
checked the members of a large family to find out if their
ear lobes were attached or unattached. Figure 5-3 shows what
he found. In the figure, squares represent men and boys, and
circles represent women and girls. Blackened circles or
squares indicate unattaclied ear lobes. Those with no shading
represent people with attached lobes. Study the chart care-
fu

Figure 5-3
GrEmdparents

Parents

Children

&refit A Parent B

Child A

11 1 0 D
Child...-

=
..

FeMale with unattached elm lobes

= Female with attached ear lobes
,t)

05-10. Look at Child A. Explain why you think parent ,A
'is a pure strain for unattached ear lobes or mit.

05-11. What evidence do you find-in Figure 5-3 that one
bit of information masks another?

05-12. According to the two-bit model, what two bits does
parent B twobably have? .What two ,bits doe) child B g'ave?

Explain your answer to qugstion 5-12.

Another eithei-or human featpre that is easy to study is how
well people can roll their tongue. It's kind of fun to get,data
on this. To get the data, you will need to-work wiLa partner.

lt4r

= Male

= Male

with upattached ear lobes

with attached ear lobes

This is a very difficult sOies- of ,queStions.
Without knowing whether a shaded figure
represents a dominant or a recessive feature.
it is impossible to tell whether parent A is a
pure strain But if you examine the progeny
of parent B, you can see that it would be
highly improbable that a recessive feature
would be found in all sik of the children, It is
far more likely that- the shaded,figures (en-
attached ear lobes) represent the dominant
feature. If this is true, then child A must be

rl:Itaarent A would have boe bit dominant and
pure strain of the _keg sive feature, and

one bit redlassive, or. in other words, would
not be a pure dtrain. By this r,easoning, parent
B is probably a pure strain for unattAhed ear
lobes, anll child B probably has one bit for
unattached anci one bit for attached ear lobes

CHAPTER 5 63
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Figure 5-4

ACTIVITY 5-2. Stick out your tongue and try to roll your
tongue as shown_

05,14. Are you a tongue roller?

Collect data from your classmates. Ask them to roll their
tongues for you.

[]5-15. How many of your classmates can roll their tongues?
05-16. How many of your classmates cannot roll theirtongues?

Figure 5-4 diagrams the way tongue rolling is inherited
in the Johnson, ,fignily.t. Look it over carefully. Once again,
squares sta0 for boys and men,and circles stand for girls

' and women. Blackened circles and squares iepresent,people
who can roll their tongues. White circles and squares stand"
for people who cannot_

Grandparents

Parents
e Stew Lois' .Inhn Eloise Steve Mark

. < Sharon

Children

r

Hannah Marsha ,kit Sandy Daniel Nancy pm

8.5
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The next few questions deal with the bits of information
of the peopk shown in Figure 5-4. In answering the question,
let the letter T stand for the tongue-rolling bit and the lettert for the non-tongue-rolling bit. You can also assume that_
T masks t.

N6-17. What bits of inforination does Stew Johnson proba-
bly. have?

05-18. What bits does Mark Johnson probably have?
05-19. Why did you answer question 5-18 as you did'?
05-20. What bits of information does Sharon Johnson
probably have?

Well: by now you should have come to the conclusion that
the two-bit model works quite well for human features as
well as for those in/plants like beans and peas. The problem
breaks -that follOw will give you the chance to find out if
it works for -your features and your friends' features, too.

PROBLEM' BREAK 5-1

Listed below are several common features of people. You
are to select one feature from the list for study. Your problemwill be to make a chart like the one shown in Figure 5-3
for your own or a classmate's family. The chart should show
how grandparents, parents, and children looked in terms ofthe feature. you pick.

Not everyone knows enough about his relatives to make
a charc like Figure 5-3. Your biggest problem may be to find
someone who does. As a hint, family photographs are often
a good source for information of this kind.

When your chart is complete, you are to uSe the two-bit
model to eXplain what you find. The chart and your descrip-
tion of how the two-bit model applies to it should be recorded
in your Record, Book.

I. Hitchhiker's thumb., If a person can bend the tip of his
thumb so that it forms a gteater than 45° angle with
the rest of the tihtinb, classify it as a hitchhiker's tbumb.

2. Dimples. A dimple is a "dent" in either t4e cheek of
the chin.

,

I

5-17 tt

5-10 TT

5-19 and 5-20. Sharon Johnson. Mark's wife.
must be tt in order to show the non-
tongue-rolling feature. But their children all
are tongue-rollers, so thoy all must have a T
bit. This Gout)) not come from the mother, so
the best probability is for Mark to be TT
In Problem Breaks 5-1 and 5-2 the student is
asked lo draw charts of the 'family-tree" type
You will have to exercise judgment on this.
There may be students in class who, for vari-
ous reasons, cannot come up with this Idnd
of information. You might even have to gener-
ate date in some casesthat is, make up
sample family trees.

440011,
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3. Widow's peak. The hairline across the forehead may be
either straight or pointed downv,-,ard in the center. This
point is called a "widow's peak.".

4_ Gap between teeth. Some people have a gap between
their center upper teeth. Usually a small piece of their
gum sticks down between the teeth. Other people's teeth
are close enough to touch each other.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-2

Now here's your chance to make a chart for your own
familyusing the tongue-rolling feature. Test as maNly mem-
bers of your family as you can for the tongue-rolling feature.
Record your findings in a table in your Record Book. If any
of your brothers or liSters are married and have children,
you can ,continue the family tree downward. If you can get
data on your grandparents, you can continue your tree up-
wank

Note. If you do not live with your faXily, get data from a
neighbor, friend,-or ,classmate.

I

"Oen you have all the,,inforpation you can get, ,draW a
----th%'chart for tongue rolling. Re mber that your chart should'it

show the relationship between mily members as well as
whethet they are rollers or nonrollers.

^4.
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When your ctiart is complete, sec if you got the saini
pattern as that sho\yn in Figure 5-4. You may also want to
look at the .family trees of your classmates to see if there
are patterns different from yours. Keep in mind that the bit
of information for tongue rollers (T) is dominant and the
one far nonrollers (t) is recessive.

By now jou may be quite cOnadent of your two-bit modd.
It seems to have worked quite well for the activities so car.
But up to now you have looked only at the inhepionce of
single features: In the next chapter, you'll have another
chance,to practice using-your model. This time, though, you
will look at the inheritance of several features at the same
time.

Reminder Don't lorget to watch ,your fruit flies Nadi% Before
-going on, check your calendar to see where you are in yow

fruit-fly experiments:

Before going on, do- Self-Evaluation 5 In your Record
Book. GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 6

You need to work but a system for keeping
the ninsect parts in sets. Numbered shoe or
cigar boxes would be fine. The ninsect
pieces, transparent guide cards, and IBM
cards, In random order, should be readily
accessible in the room. Insist that students
return cariclvand parts promptly atter ufie If
ybu feel that you heed additional guidetards.
they can be duplicated on any transparent
acetate sheet. At this point, some students
should be terminating their fruit-fly experi-
ments. Be sure that they dispose of the flies'
and clean up and return their equipment.

CHAPTER 5 - 67,
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EQUIPMENT LIST 0:

Per atudentleam

1 transparent guide card
1 set of ninsect parts
2 paper clips

Per clasa

1 set of IBM punched cards

Meet the. Ninsect
Excursions 6-1 (general interest) and 6-2
(enrichment) are based on this/chapter.

Well, the two-bit triodel seems to work,w4h people as wellaswith beans, peas, and fruit flies. You cai use it to predictthings like ear-lobe shape just as well as to predict bean coloror roughness in peas..
But so far you've been studyinglue i'eature at a tiMe.Plants and animals pass on a lot oefeawres y their offspring.Will the two-bit model work when you try y follow Severalfeatures at the same time? That is what Ou'll try to findout next.

: 1.Have you ever seen creatures, like the ones hown in Figure
6-1? PrObably ncit, because they are make-bOeve beasts. Weinvented them tQ -give yott another animal t4al's fairly easyto study. They i0-e called "ninsbcts." Your problem will beto make an imaginary mating of a pair of ninsects and totry to predict what 'the offspring will look like; but first let'scheck _the atures that make up a ninsect.

Figure 6-1

Take a clime look at the two ninseets in Figure' 6-1. Tryto find eight differences in the features of tlie twd. In yourRecoyd Book, list the 4ifferences that you end.

\-r
CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The two-bit model can be used to follow sev-
eral features at the same tune in a make--
believe orboolsm called the nmsect

Chapter 6

MAJOR POINTS

1. A simulated organism can be used as an
, aid in the study of inheritance of multiple

features.
. A

t 2. The two-bit model is ustiful in predIctinl
and explaining the genetic inheritance of spy-\oral features
3. Random choice Of an IBM data-card simu-
lates the random chance of either one bit or
the other being passed from parent to, off-
piing.

Ninsect B

-1VrTEY- -rlyer.writyr.

`. .

90

Sex ciaracteristics are not used with the
nInseel because of the complex situationsthat nay arise in sex Ilrjkage and sex-determ ned Vane
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6-1 The two-bit model postulates two bits of
information tot each of the eight feature!.
Therefore two ninsects could be different in
eight separate wayS

6. Antenna

7. Wing pattern
(plain or spotted)

[J6-1. According to the two-bit model, what causes the two
Mnsects shown to look so different?

In a-moment you will be asked to make two ninsects and
to predict the features of their offspring. The eight features
that you will study arc the ones that make the two ninsects
in Figure 6-1 look so different. To be sure that you caught
them all, take a look at Figure 6-2.

(straight or curly)

e. Wing size
(large or small)

2_ Body color
(striped or plain)

4. Stinger
(present or absent)I. Eye color

(black or white)

5. Leg length
(tong or short)

s
I ----t,
I
I
I - I

Iii

Figure 6-2

Althoubh the answers to these two questions
are given on the-next page. encourage stu-
dents to try to understand why there are a
total of 16 bits. 8 from each parent, and not
to juSt change therr answers to conform to the
ones. given.

70 CHAF5TER 6

1. ,:;

1 ,

3. Body shape
(chunky or slender)

4%1

According to the two-bit model, every ninsect has two bits
of information for each feature shown.

[16-2. Altogtther, howmany bits must each ninsect have for
all eight featu

The model assumes that each ninsect gets one.bit for each
of the eight features from each parent.

D6-3. Altogether, how many bits does each parent pass to
its offspring? -N

- Z
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Check your answers to questions 6-2 and 6-3 by turning
your book upside down and reading the b(etom of this rage.
Ifyour answers were not correct, you'd better review Chapter
4 before going on_

Okay,- now you're ready to mate a pair of ninsects. To do
this, you svill need any two of the punched "parent" cards
that are in a stack, in the supply area, and a plastic ninsect
guide card_

Lay the two punched cards on the desk before you_ Notice
that eight groups of hbles have been punched in each .card.
The groups of holes in one of the cards represent a set of
eight bits of information from one ninsect parent. The grOups
of holes in the second did stand for the eight bits from a
second parent. Your job wiU be to figure out what kind of
ninsect offspring would result friom this combination of six- .

teen bits of information.

ACTIVITY 6-1. Slide the plastic guide card'over one of your
punched cards as shown. Notice that each group of holes
represents a bit for one feature. Notice also that some holes
fall on the D line and others on the d line.

Slide plastic guide
over card -I.

4

Bottom row

Top row

PLAYING THE GAME

Emphasize -random choice of the two cards.
Also. when cards are returned after use in the
actiyities. they should be slid back into the
pack. randomly.
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Now uSe the plastic guide card:to "read" the two punched
Cards. (the Nis from _the two phrents). Table r..6-1 in your
kecord'Book giyeS you a place to describe- the bits of infor- .

m'ation that are punched intO each of the parent cards_ Leave
'Table 6-1 the Appearance of Offspring column blank for now.

Feature

Bits of Information

Parent (card) zc Parent (card) #2

D or d

Lye color . -

[black (D) gr white (d)]
Body color'
[striped (D) Or plain (d)].
Body Shape
(chunky (D) or slender (d)].
Stinger
[present .(D) or absent (d)l
Leg length ,

[long (D) Of 4iort (d))
Antenna
[straight (D) or curly.(ci)]
Wing pattern
[plain (D) or spotted (d)]
'Wing gize
[large (D) or stnaH (d)]

AIL

Appear-
ance D Or d

Appear-
ance

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

ti)

72 (\CHAPTER 6

'; What the offspring will look like depends upon the bits
of information &gets from its parents. As you complete the"to

. right-band column in Table 6-1, remember D features always
mask d features. If one pa'rent's bit is D black and the other's
is d white, the offspring will show the dominant feature.

ID6r.4. Which bit i dominant, D black or d white?

, You haVe no problem when the bits. from both parents
are the same. if both,parents pass on the bit D black, that
is wha't your ninsect inherits. If both pass on d white, your
ninsect inherits d white: Using what you have learned about
dominant and recessive features, complete the right-hand
column in Table 6-1,

/
7
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ACTIVITY 6-2. Using ihe information in the right-hand column
of Table 6-1, pick the body pieces you need from the box of
ninsect parts in the supply area. Then build your ninsect
offspring.

la

LI
ragIVAIN
1111/416.W:TiM

ACTIVITY 6-3_ Attach a paper clip to each of the two parent
cards yOu Just used. Set these cards near the ninsect you Just
constructer&

h I

ACTIVITY 6=4. Pick two more parent cards from the stack in
the supply area.

4 a

Probably one et the greatest problems you will J
experience in this chapter is the shortage of
the ninsect parts, so that only a limited
number of students can be wgkking on the
activities. Encourage students 118 return the
parts carefully and 'prompily when they have
finished With them Extra.sets could be made
on cardboard (or on paper glued to cal-0-
board),.with considerable labor.

Card 3 CHAPTER 6 73
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Table 6-2

These two new cards will give ydu the bits of information
for the parents of a second offspring. Read the information
for each feature from both cards and record these data under
the Parent columns in Table 6-2.

Complete the right-hand column in Table 6-2.

Bits of Information

Parent (card) # Parent (card) #2

Feature
Appear-

ance

Eye color
(black (0) or whitc (d)(
Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d))
Body shape
(chunky (D) or slender (d)]
Stinger
(present (D) or absent (d))
Leg. length
(long (D) or shOrt (d)]
Antenna
(straight (0) or curly (d)(
Wing pattern
[plain (0) or spotted (d)1,
Wing size
(large (D) or small (0)1

ACTIVITY 6-5. Build your second ninsect by picking the right
body pieces from the box in the supply area: Place this ninsect
offspring next to your first offspring.

" !
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Cart 1 Card 2

ACTIVITY 6-6: Put cards 3 and 4 below the new nInsect.

.1,

Card 3 Card 4

If your class period ends before you finish this tchapter,
put the ninsect body pieces back in the box in tht supply
area. But keep your four cards. Put the cards in a safe placeuntil you can continue. When you start again, you can easily
rebuild your two ninsects, using the information from Tabloof
6-1 and 6-2.

The two ninsects ,xoti just' createA will soon be the proud
parents of four "n0-spring." Your problem is to figure outwhat these creatures will look like and to build a picture
of each out of ninsect parts.

The holes in the two cards 13-abw each soon-to-be-parent&insect tell you whauset of bits it got-km each of its,parents.
Your two,bit model tells you -that each .new parent ninsect,
will pass along one of these two sets of bits of information
to each of its noffspring. But which set of bits will be passed

. to whicknoffspring?

08-5. What will determine -which set (cgd) of bits (holes)
will be passed by each parent to the first noffspridg?

Check yoUr answer to question .6-5 bymirning your bookupside down And reading the bottom of this page..

. -sassa, . ,P -30.1d tuopuri am sps care sliq jofituu!ofai pti. suOtiumbs
. nil igqi saumssr ppoui nuuliJaqu3 Imp .ss000dd wopuvi ..e'

tiallira s! 'uo passud aq oi Dtrel.p funba lir gm ps kiatia.araqm
`a-a!rotp jo pupt sua Jatlio aqi mil aaurtp ianaq 13 .srq ps

. ptp!au pur 'acao Jaip!a aq pump 1, t'a3urip Aq pampa') s!
,vio,rud Tiara AI 'uo passucLN mkt si!q Jo ps tp!tott -9-90

The relatively few cards that may be out will
not affect the results wail other students.
However, you struld )mpross on the students
the impkortance of safe care of the cards.

GETTING A SECOND
GENERATION

CHAPTER 6 75
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If you had trouble, turn back for h to page 53. Thc
two-bit model is summarizathcre.

Earlier, you learned thatance determines which bits of
information are passed from a parent to an offspring. Ibis
means that either set (card) of bits (holes) from onc parent
might combine with either set (card) of hits (holes) from the
other parent to form a non-spring. Let's consider what com-
binations of cards (and. bits) arc possible. Take a look at
Figure 6-3.

06-6. How many possible combinations of sets of bits arc
shown in Figure 6-3?

Figure 6-3

Other hlinsect Parent

1 r

One possible
noffspring A

I I

I I
I I

iL

76 CHAPTER 6

L

+1 1 1 C113. I
I I Another possible

noffspring C ) D

Another possible
nottspring 8

Another possible

ACTIVITY 6-7. Use the noffspring combination labeled "A"
in Figure 6-3 to pick out two cards. The sets of bits on these
two cards will determine what noffspring "A" will look Ilk*.

Pci

A :-7..4-11v, ?At,-
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Let's call the cards with the paper clips attached I a and
the other lb. Thc second set of cards we will call 2a and
2b_ Figure 6-4 illustrates these combinations.

24

2b'

-.0thsr.t4insaro4Parnt-----

Let's consider what combinations of cards (and bits) are
possible. Take'a look at Figure 6-5.

la can combine evith 2a or 2b.

lb can alsb combine with 2a or 2b.

Take the card that you are caging la and combine.it with
card 2a.

Record the information for each feature from both cards
in the middle columns of Table 6-3 in your Record Book.
Then decide what noffspring "A" looks like and record this

,in the right-hand column. CHAPTER 6 77

Figure 6-4 (Ne

Normally students will not have a great deal
ot trouble getting the four combinahOns of the
ceosses in Figure 63 However il they dO you
may want to show them the Punnett square
method Have them draw a square ,. which
they divide into 4 parts as shown below
Across the top of the square, they can label
IA and lb Down( the left side, they can enter,
2a and 2b as shown

2a

2b

la lb

la-2a lb-2a

I a-2b

The possible combinations shown in the
!square result from intersecting the top labels
with the side,labels

Figure 6-5

TP"'Y' ' s'"c",11 .`
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Feature

Adit

Bit% or 'Information

Parent (card) Itt Parent (card) #2

D or d
Appear-

ance 0 or d
Appear-

ance
Appearance of

Nimect Offspring

Eye color
(black (0) or white (d)]
Body color
Istriped (ID) or plain (d))
Body shape
(chunky (0) or slender (d))
Stinger
(present (D) or absent (d))
Leg length
(long (D) or shirt (d)/1
Antenna
(straight (0) or cusly (d))
Witig pattern
(plain (D) or spotted (d))
Wing size
(large (D) or small 4:1)) .

1

Table 6-3

Table 64

Consult Figure 6-5 and combine
"B," "C," and "Li." Record these
and 6-6 in your Record Book and
column of each table.

.e

the cards for noffsprings
data in Wiles 06-4,, 6-5,
complete the right-hand

Feature

Bits of Information

P,arcrit (card) # I Parent (card) #2

D or d
Appear-

anct D or4
Appear-

ance

A

Appearance of
Ninsed Offspring

Eye color
(black (13) or white.(d)]
Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d))
Body shape_

(chunky (0) or slender (d))
Stinger
(present (D) or absent (d))
Leg length
(long (D) oi-short (d))
Antenna
[straight (D) or curly (d))
Wknti pattern
(plain (D) or 'spotted (d))
Viitiksize
Ilarge1D) or small (d)) ,

4

, ? , ,,,
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Feature

Bits of Information

Parent (card) # I Parent (card) #2

or d
Appear-
- mice or d

Appear-
ance

Appearance of
Ninsect Ofnpring

Eye color
[black (0) or whtte (d)i
Body color
[striped (0) or plain (d))
Body shape .

[chunky (D) pr slender (d),I
Stinger
[present (0) or absent (d))
Leg length
(long (0) or shoiki(sd))
Antenna
[straight (D) or curly (d)I
Wing pattern
[plain (D).or spotted (d))
Wing size
[large (D) or small (d))

,J

Tabl*

Fiature

fye color
jbiack (D) or white (d)J
Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d))
Body shape
[chunky (D) or slender (d))
Stinger ,N

[present (D) or ahnnt (d))
Leg length
(long (D) or shorr (d)!
Antenna
(straight (0) or curly (d) ,
Wing pattern
plain (13) or spotted (d))
Wing size
(lair (D) or small (d)I

Bits of Information

Parent (card) r I Parent (card) 1t2

D or d
Appear-

ance D or d

t 1

.Appear-
ance

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

.4t

k ,
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6,8 The student should find differences in all
four. The chance that two noffspring would
ever be alike is rather remote.

You should extircisel judgment as to whether
. this problem break might be optional for some
Atudents. This is especially true if you are
experiencinb a shortage of ninsect parts.
Some students, however, may definitely nee /
the further practice.

BO CHAPTER 6

1

4

ACTIVITY t-8. Construct your four noffspring by selecting the
right body Pieces from the box in ihe supply area. Place the
noffspring below their parents for comparison.

n6-7. In what ways do the features of the noffspring differ
from the features of their parents?

013-13. hiow do the noffspring difftr from each other? Answer
this by comparing the features of all four noffspring.

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

When you get older, you'll sometimes wish that you could;
live your whole life over again. You'll thihk that you could
do a better job of it the second time because you know so
much more. This is your chance to live a part of it over again
right now. See if yOu can get more out of it the second time
around.

-

Play the ninsect game one more time. Begin _at the point
-where you randomly 'selected your first two punched cards
(page 71). Repeat that page and continue again to the page
you are now On. Complete new inheritance tables to find
out what another set of ninscct noffsprMg look like.

It should be clear by now how the two-bit model can help
yod predict the inheritance of features generation after gen
eration. If the. process of doing this doesn't become almost
second nature, repeat the same steps again.

1 01

to,
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PROBLEM BREAk 8-2

Here's a good chance to test your understanding of the
two-bit model and of inheritance in ninsects. You'll try to
predict the features of parent ninsects by observing the fea-
tures of their noffspring. For this activity, you'll need to find
a classmate who is at the same place you are_

ACTIVITY 6-9. Ask your 'partner to cover up his parent
nIneects.13tudy his notlspring and try to predict the features
of their parents. H. should do the same with your ninsects.

NINSECT PARENTS
6? X 7

? ? ? ?

NOFFSPRING

Draw a table in the spacc provided in your Record
Book_ Record your predictions there. When you and your
partner are finished, you 'should check your predictions by
unfovering the parents. Discuss with him any differences
blitween the actual and the predicted fea.tures.

Hint: you have trouble getting started, take a look at one
-feature at a time.

Your two-bit model for inheritance is very much like the
model now used by scientists. The story of how the two-bit
model was built in the first place reads like a detective story.
Excursion 6-1, "A Bit More About Bits," jells this story.
Take a look if you are interested_

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 6 in yoiii Record
Ilodk.

t

NO equipment preparations need to be made
for Chapt r 7, but Excursions 7-5-and 7-6
require n4terials. and arrangements for fa-
cilities t t you should check.

This problem break is difficult, but definitely
good practice with the two.bit model The
following suggestions may help the student_

I . If all four noffspring have a re.cessive fea-
ture. both parents must have had the reces-
sive feature and probably were pure strain
2. If all four noffspring have'a dominant fea-
ture, one parent probably is pure-strain domi-
nant. The other parent could have any combi-
nation of dominant and recessive bits.
3. If three noffspring show the dominant tea-

, ture and one shows the recessi4). then both
parents must be hybridthat is. have one

,41grainapLansf,Q,,a9..00$3,1Ve bit -for the- fea-
ture.

two of the noffspring show dominancelor
a feature and the Other two show the reCes-
sive trait, then one parent probably is pure-
strain recessive and the other parent hybrid,
or mixed, for the feature_

It Might be of interest to you that the four
Cases listed here are the most probable com-

rnsations of a feature in the noffspring. For
ttat e, from a genetics standpoint, the

pro ability of one dominant and three reces-
Sive noffspring fOr a feature is low, and cannot
be predicted from .the two-bit model.

Excursion 6-1 is.keyed here. It could be con-
sidered general In nature, but will be enrich-
ment for some, The historical basis of Men-
del's work is presented, and more recent
information on genes and chromosomes is
given. ""'

'AV

Excursion 6-2, keyed in Excursion 6-1, is for
enrichment. It follows the experiment that
Mendel did with a dihytirid crdss in peas.
Then the student is given the opportunity of
applying the "Punnett square" method with
two simultaneous featureS in. ninsects.

CHAPTER,6 81
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EOUIPMENT LIST

No equipment required

Problems, Problems,
Problems
Excursions 7-1,7-2, 7-3, 7-4, 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7
areikeyed.to the chapter.

In this chapter, you-will -have the chance to test your model-
building ability. If you took either the seventh- or eighth:
grade ISCS course, you know that models must often be
changed to explain new observations.. The two-bit model that
has worked so well up to now wilsimply not explain the
observations you'll make next. you roblem will be to acliust
the model so that it will.

OA°

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The two-bit model is modified to Include
blending and sex linkage, and the interrela-
tion Of Inheritance and environment is exam-
ined.

Chaptei 7
MAJOR POINTS

1. Models must sometimes be modified to fit
new observations
2. Sometimes feature? of an organism4in-
stead of exhibiting dominant or raceltve
characteristics, blend in passing froth parent
to offspring.
3. The way features behave in passing froth
parent to offspring Is sometimes different for
each sex.
4 The sex of an individual Is controlled by
special kinds of bits 91 iriformation passed on
by parents.
5. Both inheritance 01:1- environment play a
part inAhe determination of some features.
6. There are still many unanswered questions
about inheritance. .

'to
Before you make your observations, let's review what the

two-bit model says. You will recall that it has four parts;
1. Each individual has' two bits of information for each

feature. What the individual looks like depends upon
what those bits are.

2. During reproduction, each imrent passes on tO its off-
spring one bit of information for each feature. This is
how .the offspring gets its two bits.

3. Each of a parent's two bits for each feature has an equl
chance of being passed from patent to offspring.

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa,
don for a feature, one bit may mask the other.

Okay, here's your first\ problem. Good luck!
Two pure-strain morning glory plants, one with red flowers

and one with white flowers,.produce four offspring, all with I
pink flowers.

104

IMPORTANT. NOTE:

Teachtfrs who have a great deal of knowledge
in genetics may be tempte 0 go deeply into
the subject with their stud Thera are
many inviting areas in this chapter. However,
this was not designed to be a complete
course in genetiCs, and we strongly recom-
mend that you do not succumb to the tempta-
tion

83
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Pink

Figure 7-1

7-1. Sometimes masking does not occur;_in-
stead, bits of tnformation tend to blend

Encourage students to come up with a solu-
tion before going to Excursion 7-1. However,
-it is a good exercise and will help explain the
modification of a model. -

I *:(0i1J ;4-1 r,e, 0

94 CHAPTER 6

Two of the offspring then produce four more offspring.
(See Figure 7-1.)

Don't say you weren't warned! You're probably shaking
your head by now and saying, "Where did those pink flowers
come from?" The two-bit model certainly doesn't predict
them.

Acttially, with a very slight change, your model can explain
the morning glory case. Read through the four points of the
model very carefully until you figure out how you, want to
change it. Remember, however, to keep the change as small
as possible, so that after it's made, the model will still explain
the other situations you've studied.

07-1. Describe a change you can make .in statement 4 on
page 83 that will allow the two-bit model to explain both
the bean data on page 59 and the morning glory data.

Well, did you figure out the morning glory problem? It's
"actually quite a simple one. If you would like to find out

/whether your solution to the problem agrees with ours, turn
to Excursion 7-1, "Red, White, and Pink." .That excursion
will also help if you've hit a stone wall with the problem,
but don't give up until you've really tried.

Ready for another problem? Here goes!
Some people are born with a problem. Their hair is bound

to fall out at some point in life. Experiments ,have shown
that this tendency toward baldness is passed along from
parents. to offspring. Figure 7-2 shows the history ofa family

0
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in regard to baldness. On the diagram, circles stand tbr
women and squares stand for men. Black circles and squares
stand for bald people, arfd white ones stand for nonbald
people.

Look over Figure 7-2 carefully. fry to use the two-bit
model to .explain what you see there.

Because the baldness problem is a pretty tough one, you
-deserve a hint-on how -to solve it. Here's your hint:

In baldness, the bit of information that does the masking
and the bit-tb,,at is masked sornetilnes switch places. But by
a certain rulet4out when the switch taks place, you can
make goOd predi -lions.

figure-7-2 -
Can students see that thi pattern of baldness
(shading) only occurs in the men (squires)?

07-2. Fxplain how you could Change the two-bit model
described on page 83 to make it better able to explain Figure
7-2.

For the moment, we're not going to give you any more,
help with the baldness problem. When you think you have
a solution, talk it over with a classmate. When you are pretty
sure that your solution works or you can't get any farther,
turn to Excursion 7-2, "Hair Heirs." That excursion will
tell you whether you have a good answer or will help you
find out where you went wrong.

Palm readers, crystal-ball gazers, and other fortune tellers
.are often asked *to predict whether a woman will give birth

10

0,- 7-2. Apparently the masking of one bit by
another Is linked to the sex of the individual.

Excursion 7-2 will help explain the concept
qtthe -dependence of some features on the
sex of the individual.

:;=4, ;CO
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Excur n 7-3 is an enrichment excursion that
presenis the X-Y mechanism ter sex determi-
nation

,

Ex6ursion 7-4 examines the sex-linked nattoe
of hernophilia It is for enrichmer cbri.
tains much of general interest

. .-

4' Excursion 7-5 is tor enrichmert It points up
the heredity-environment interacticip. Be-
c a use tobacc.Q. plants.mall.be. use4,..21.1reast
days will be needed to complete this,activity

kl

Enrichment Excursion 7-6.1s 6ased on a sim-
ple activity to illustrate protective coloration

I *AY( ei I ; ;,='! 1.1

Excursion.7-7 iA for general use and is aimed
at giving the student a feeling for the simulta-
neous effects of inheritance and environment
on humans.

86 CHAPTER 6

to a boy or a girt They would have a better 'Chance of being
fight if they knew something about the sex of other members
of both families. Sex is an inherited feature, too, as you can
find out by reading Excursion 7-3, "Boy or Girl."

We could happilj' do without sonie of the features we
inherit. And none of us. be we kings or commoners, want
to take the blame for passing on such liandicaps as color
hli ndness or bleeder's disease. TO see how these are inherited,
do Excursion 7-4, "A Royal Problem."

Do you Suppose every 'difference between the appearance
of.some plants and animals and the appearance of others
of their own kind can, be blamed on inheritance? Suppose

twa,plants-from_the same patient _pLantfQ1._ .q_2(anwk, had
different-colored leaves. What besides inheritance might-ex-
plain this difference? Take a look at Excursion 7-5, "I Won-
der Where the Color Went."

What you look like usually depends on what your parents
look like). Features can be passed on from generation to
generation. But does this always happen? Let's find out. Turn
Id Excursion .7-6, "One, Two, Pick-up Sticks."

Are you as you a e because of inheritance, or environment?
See Excursion 7-7 "Do londes Have More Fun?" for some
activities with this a:

Well, that's it. We hope tliat you can now give at least
a part of an. answer to the question "Why are you you?"
The two-bit model can answer many questions about inherit-
ance, but as always, there are many more questions you
haven't even asked. Where do featur from in the first
place? How does the offspring c nge 13. s of information
from his parents intO features? ow do such _hazards as
atomic radiation, drugs, and pollution affect bits of informa-
tion? Can a person' bits of information be changed, and
if so, how should eyte changed?

We openeti ith a question. We are closing with many
questions. Tha s science.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 7 in your Record
Book.

1 07
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Excursions

& you like to take trips, to try something different, to see
new things? Excursions can give you the chance. In many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters carry the main
story line. Excursions are side. trips. They ma'y help you to
go turthet,- they r-tnray- -helplou -go- into. (Wet-cut- material; orthey may just be ofinterest to you. And some excursions areprovided to help you understand difficult ideas.

Whatever way yon get there, after you finish an excursion,
you should return to your place in the text material and con-'tinue with your wofk. These short trips can be interesting
ancl different.

Jr
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2 EQUIPMENT LIST
(AU optional')

Maitt,trog Cover slip
Mictoolcopo Sperm solution
Miotlicope slide

iiL.t I

More on Offsprin
-*TM PrObtarn break on lb second page of the
excursiOn calla for this okti.ojal. liquipment. moat
schools will probably not hive the facilities for this
actMty.

PURPOSE

To develop minimal understanding of the
procesa of reproduction, and answer the
questions posed in the checkup in Chapter 1

Excursion 1-1

Male plants and animals, including the fruit flies that you
will use in this unit, make sperrn in their bodies. Female
plants and animals produce egV. A new 'Plant or animal
starts developing when a sperm from a male plant or animal
combines with an egg from a female plant or animal of the
iame type. The process of combining is called fertilization..
But since the sperm and the eggs are often in separate bodies
(a.boy and a girl, for example), how do the sperm and eggs
get together? Plants and animals have found similar ways
to make this happen.'

In flowering plants, the sperm are wrapped in a shell. The
shell witll the sperm inside is called a pollen grain. Wnitnals
don't wrap tht sperm in a shell. Instead, sperm swim freely
in a fluid.

In plants, pollen grains containing sperm reach the fernale
parts of the flower in many ways. Sometimes the grains are
carried by the wind or by insects. Sometimits the grainsjust
fall from the male part of a flower onto ale female part of
the flower. But because plants depend upon sudi things as
the winds and insects to spi-ead pollen, fertilization in plants,
often seems very unlikely. The same thing is true for some
animals. For example, many.male fish just put their sperm
into the water. Then fertilization will oconr only if these

--sperm find the eggs that a female fish has drppped elsewhere
into the water.

Many plants and animals have developed:ways to increase ,
the chance that their 'eggs will tie fertilized. Most living things
produce millions. mol-e sperm than eggs. Since it takes only
one sperm to fertilize an egg, this means that fertilization
happens quite often. Also, some plants produce Odors or
bright colors that attract insects. These insects pick up pollen
from one flower and catty it to the next one they visit. Pollen -

,grains from the first flower fall from the insect onto the

MAJOR POINTS

1. Male plants and animals make sperm, and
female plants and animals make eggs, in their
bodies.
2. The combining of sperm and egg is callid
fertilization.
3. Various methods are used In plants and
animals to bring the sperm and egg together.
4, Although there are usually thousands of
sperm, only one can fertilize an egg.
5. The process of depositing sperm is called
Mating_

This excursion is ren4iial for some students
but general for most.

-
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To make a sperm solution (suspension), you
will need dissecting tools, pond water. petri
dishes, and rnedicingt droppers. in addition to
the materials listed at the beginning of the
excursion The technique can be found in a
biolOgy laboratory guide or teacher's manual
The alature male frog must be pithed and the
testes dissected out Sperm will remain active
for About 6 hours..so the procedure will have
to be repeated (new male frog) each day
Depression slides will work better than plain
slides

. Pollen grain

Pollen tube Pistil

Egg

Ovaty

4uPte,
-

Figure 1

I.

Figure 2

Ova ry

T.

Egg

" V'

e

v

female part of the second flower. Many male animals put
their sperm close to the cgg by putting the sperm into the
body of the female. Thc p.rA)ccss of depositing sperm is called
mating.

PROBLEM BREAK: FROG SPEFiM

Check 1with your teacher to find out if male frogs and a
Microscope are available. If so, he will prepare a sperm
solution for you. Place a drop of the-sperm solution on a
microscope slide and cover with a cover slip (have your
teacher show you the proper use of a microscope first). Then
place the slide under the microscope and study it under high
power.
01. What enables the frog sperm to move?

In this unit, the term cross will be used many times. For
instance, you will soon be asked to cross two different kinds
of fruit flies.. _This means that you are to let certain male
flies mate with certain female flies. During this mating, the
sperm from one kind of male fly will unite with eggs from
another kind of female fly.

What happens after the sperm is put near the egg? In
plants, a short time after the pollen grain lands on a female
part of the plant (this is called the pistil), a tube grows from
the pollen grain down into the thick base Of the plant. This
is called the ovary and contains the eggs. After growth the
pollen tube reaches and touches the eggs in the ovary, ,and
fertilization takes place (see Figure 1). Then the fertilized
egg begins to grow into a new plant.

'When animals mate, the male puts his sperm into a tube
inside the female. This tube leads to the eggs. Figure 2
diagrams how this happens in the fruit fly that you will be
working with.

Once the sperm is inside the female fruit fly, it moves up
the tube until it locates an egg. Then fertilization ,occurs.
Although the male may put thousands of' sperm cells into
the female, only one, sperm cell can fertilize each egg. After

P4,e fertilized eggs have developed for a short time, the female
lays theni. The egg then hatches, and the new. fly goes

through several stages before it becomes an adult. In some
animals the female keeps the fertilized egg in her body to
develop. She then gives birth to a fully developed baby.

'
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A Writing Operational
Definitions
This is a raMedial-review excursion

PURPOSE

To review the concept of opergtional defini-
tions and afford practice In making them.

Excursion 1-2

You are doing this excursion because you need to know how
to write an operational definition of pure strain.

Operation is the key word to understand. It means action
or activity. An operational definition tells what operations, or
actions, you, do to identify' or measure the thing being de-
scribed. In other wor,ds, it describes what you must do to
tell if 'You liaye the thin-g being described or to tell how much
of it yo-irturvF. lf, after reading a-definition of something,
you know What to dpti1lentify the thing being defined or
how to measurit, t4en ifiat definition is an operational one.

4

ERATIONAL
DE NITIONS

For example: "To measure body temperature, you should:

1. put a clinical thermometer under your tongue;
2. leave the thermometer in place for at least two minutes;

and
3. record the level of the mercury cokumn in degrees."

As soon as you have read the definition above, you know
exactly how to measure body temperature. Tt;us, the definil
tion is an operational definition.

How about this one?
"A tree,is a large woody plant under which a pelion can
find a shdy Olace to rest."

This definition of a tree is not an operational definition.
It does noi list the things you must do in order to identify
a tee. And it certainly doesn't tell you how to measure one.

MAJOR POINT

An operational definition telli what operations
or actions you do to Identify or measure the
thing being described.

91



2. Neither a nor c t.ells how to measure the
things being described. Definition a could be
called a functional definition: it tells what a
hammer does.
Definition c could be called a descriptive defi-
nition.
3a. Weight is the force measured in newton's
when a body hangs vertically from a force
measurer.
b. Forde is something,thilt causes change In

..motion or shape of a body and is measured
In newtons.
c. Pure strain is a strain with a featare that
shows no variation over several generations.

.92 EXCURSION 1-2

01. Here is a list of definitions. Write in yLr Record Book
the letters of those that you think are operational definitions_

a. A hammer is something used to drive a nail.
b. To find the length of something, you place a ruler next

to it with the number zero opposite one end and read
the number that the other end of the ruler lines up
with. 4 '

C. An experimental variable is anything that .can be
changed during an experiment.

d. To find out how much thne passes, you look at the
hands of a clock twice and determine how far the hands
have moved.

e. nandedness is determined by finding out which hand can
cross out the most zeros in thirty seconds.

1. Work is the product of the force in newtons exerted
on an object and the distance in centitneters through
which the force acts_

You did Well if you wrote letters b,-d, e, and f.. If you
did not livt these, you had better go back and reread this
excursion.

02. Explain why a and c above are not operational defini!
lions.

01. Give an operational definition for the following words.

a. weight
b. force
C. pure strain

-9.. 11.4
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EOUIPMENT

None

Temperature
and ife Cycle

(

\c\
This excOrsin Is general In

r
(I.

,

Since 1909, the common fruit fly has been widely used to
study thi, way features are passed from parents to offspring.
Scienti s have learned more about the laws of heredity from
worki , with -this tiny insect than from working with any
other finithal,

nature

42

PURPOSE

To show that the life cycle of the fruit fly Ts
highly dependent upon temperature

Excursion,1-3

The fruit fly is ideal for studying heredity because:

.1. It takes 10 to 20 days to grow from an egg to an adult
fly.

2. Its small size makes it easy to keep alive, to handle,
and to store.

13. Fruit flies_ have features that are easy to observe.
4. One pair of parent flies can produce hundreds of off-

sMing.

There are disadvantages to the use of fruit flies, too. One
is that changes in temperature affect how long it takes a fruit
fly to grow from an egg to an adult.

MAJOR POINTS

1. Fruit flies have many advantages for use
in the study of heredity.
2. The life cycle of the fruit fly is dependent
on temperature
3. Above or below certain temperatures, the
organism does not survive.

93
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1. The student should conclude that the op-
timum temperature tor the shortest life cycle
is 80-85"F. In practice, the maximum temper-
ature Is usually held to 80.F.

21,

94 EXU13SION 1-3

1`

N'v'figasimia.ishatt. I

'

Here is an experiment that was done by one student. Joyce
obtained 80 offspring from the same set of parents. Shc then
placed 10 of the flies in each of eight vials of food. The vials
were kept at eight different temperatures. Here are her data.

01. Discuss the results Vof the experiment and write your
conclusions in your Record Book.

Tablo 1

Length of Lifc-Cyck Stages (in Days)

Vial Fahrenheit Temp. Larva Pupa Adult

1

..
50" ..,

' 2

.,

. 600 e

3 65° 8-18 18-3 ,5 35-40

4 700 7-16, 16-21
. .

21-26

5 750 6-15 15-20 20-26

6 80°
i

4-8 8-14 . 14-20

7 85° f 3-7 7-13 13-17

8
t
90° * **

° Flies did not survive

A teacher note in Chapter 1 referred to the
details pt this excursion. Although the data in
Table 1 are presented as coming from a stu-
dent, they are-reliable fo)- your use as a guide.
The table shows that the flies dld not survive
above 85°F. Actually, this is because the
males become sterile, and ,reproduction no
longer occurs in the culttlres.

f'
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EQUIPMENT

Non.

A Pyramid
of Grandparents

This Is an enrichment excursion

41,

4N
'POLito Lk. A

PURPOSE

To show how a geometric progression of off-
spring In succeeding generations can result
In a population explpsion, using fruit flies as
an xample and applying it to the world's
human population,

Excursion 1-4

By this time you should realize that the two-bit model is a
very good one_ With it, you .were able to explain the way
many features are passed from parents to offsprinebAll you
haA to do- was assume that each parent passes one bit of
information for each of his features to his offspring. But from
where did the parent get his bits? That's what this excursion

is all abopi.
Take a look at Figurt 1. The figure traces one of your

fruit flies back five generations.

, Gene7tIon Mother's side

Parents 5

Grandparents 4

Great-
grandparents

Great-gieat-
grandparents 2

Great-
great-great-

grandparents

MAJOR POINTS

1. Working back through successive genera-
tions, the number of ancestors' doubles in
each generation.
2. Each separate pyramid of ancestors might
be related to any other pyramid.
3_ The world population is increasing at a
staggering rate.
4. The ancestors that contribute to specific
genetic trait are determined by chance.

Father's side

.7)7

UU UUUMOSISU

Figure 1

Number
in each

generation

1

2

la

32
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1 32 01. How many gr at-great-great-grandparents (first genera-
tiOn) did your fruit fly have?

62 02. Altogether, how many ancestors did your fly have over
all the generations shown?

3 64 03. Suppose an earlier generation were drawn on FigitVe 1.
How many great-great-great-great-grandparents would be
shown?

The answer to question 4 is No. Therefore, the
Important answer to question 5 Is Chance.
Potentially any of the 32 ancestors could have
contributed.

8, About. 90 years ago (In the 1880's)

7. None of them; you would have to go back
two more generations (great-great-great-
great-great-grandparents) to have them alive
then. There could have been 128 of' them.
Your great-great-great-grandparentss were

-not born until around 1830.

8. Pure chance

96 EXCURSION 1-4

Well, clearly your imaginary fruit fly had a lot of ancestors.
With this in mind, let's return to the/ question with which
this excursion startedwhere do bits1 of information come
frokti? Try to analyze where each individual in the pyramid
of Figure I got his bits of information.

04. Taking kone trait such af eye color, cli.d every-ancestor
in Figure I contribute bits dinfothilition to4he eye color of
your fly?

05. If your answer to question 4 is No, what- determined
which of the ancestors did contribute? Ili

The pyramid idea can be applied'to 'most plants and ani-
mals, including humans. In fact, ydu can use it to make some
interesting calculations about your own ancestors. Before you
try, however, you should know that, on the average, chil-
dren's birth datcs are twenty-five years after the birth dates
of their parents.

06. Using the twenty-ftve-year.figure,. and your own birth
date, about when were your great-grandparents born?

ELT. Using the twenty-five-year figure, how many of your
great-great-great-grandparents were alive when George
Washington was President.(1189-1797)?

08. What determined whether or not you received one or
more bits of information from one of your great-great-
grandparents?

The pyramid idea loolif rather simple so far. But suppose
one of your great-great-great-grandparents had a sister who
in turn produced offspring and became the great-

7'.A'isi'ssi 4 At,:. 4.4k. S..
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great-great-grandparent of iKomeone living today. That
great-great-great-grandparent would become part alanother,
separate pyramid. Even so, that other pyramid would be
related to yours. In fact, that boy or girl could be in your
classroom today. Could this be what is meant by the
"brotherhood of man"?

f

Let's look at the problem "Where do bits of information TFIE
come from?" in another way. This time we'll try to find "UPSIDE-DOWN
out what has been happening to the world's population over PYRAMID"
a period of time. Figure 2 gives the data you need.

1 09. Is the world's% population going up, or down, through
',lb& years?

010. What 'is happening over a period of time to .the rate
at which the population is cltanging?

Figure 2points up something rather interesting. If you bad
continued the chart downward, it would have come to a
point. According to this reasoning, everyone has the same
ancestors.

Year

Figure 2

World population (In millions)

1970 1,500.
.

1900
.

1,500

1000 1,000

/SOO

1500
3150 .

11. Assuming that everyone on the earth has the same
adtestors, what is your explanation for why everyone has
ended up with different bits of information? EXCURSION 1-4 97
11. The student cannot be expected to icnow that there* had been some changes in the
about Mutations, new genetic information, various genetic Information .that Was passed
Ob. H. might chtre up with the explanation on.

11 8
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SoVeral clues:such as commonality of ances-
tors and interrelationship of pyramids, have
been given to the student in the excip-sion. to
help him with this problem break:

9$ EXCURSION 1-4

st tt4'
4 4,

You might be -interested to know that the world's popula-
tion went from about 86 million in 6000`atc. to about 350
million in A.D. 1500. This was an increap of roughly 264
million in 7,500 years. Experts now belieVe the world's popu-
lation will double between now and the year 2000. This
would he a rise of 3,200 million in only 35 years. This is
what the "population explosion" is all about. Many people
are worried about how we will feed and clothe sb many +

people. z

012. What is your guess as to why the population- is
ing so much faster now than it was earlier?

, If you'd like to know more about this and related topics,
read Early Man, by F. Clark _Howell, in the Life Nature
Library (New York: Time-Life Books) 1965).

Now let's compare the two ideas you've f been thinking
about. Take another look at Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows
that the number of ancestors from which you might have
iotten bits of information gets larger and larger as you go
back in time. Figure 2, bn the other hand, shows that the
world's populatimi gets smaller 'and smaller as you go back
in time and suggests tfiat we all came from the same ancestor.

PROBLEM BREAK 1

How can these two models be fitted together? How can
the number of everybody's ancestors get larger as you go
back in time, while the population gets smaller? That's your
problem now. Think this problem through carefully (it's not
easy); then in your Record Book, describe how you think
the models fit together. Feel free to discuss the problem with
your classmates, your parents, or anyone else. Good luck!
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,Ratio Simplified

remedial excursion.

vs.

PURPOSE

41

kk.

To help students understand the concept of
ratio, and to show them how to reduce turatio
to smallest numbers. and how to round off
ratios.

Excursion .2-1

A ratio is simply a way of comparing two numbers. For
example, a ratio may tell you how often one thing happens
as compared with another. Here's how you set up and use
ratios.

45n-

MAJOR POINTS

t A ratio Is a simple way of complifirlg two
numbers.
2. To arrive at the simplest ratio, divide both
numbers by the smaller number

.3. Numbers are sometimes rounded off to the
nearest whole number..

Example 1 Suppose you look at 50 cars in a parking lot,
and you notice that 5 cars are red and 45 cars are not red.
What is the ratio of red cars to nonred cars in that parking
lot?

/Arrange your data:

Npnred Red

Number of Cars 45 5

To arrive at the simplest ratio, divide both numbers by the
smaller of the two numbeq. In this case, the smaller number
is 5.

9
Dividing: 5)13
Ratio = 9 nonred cars to I red car

, p, *1%.
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Thc ratio tells you that there were nine times as many
snonred cars as there were red cars. By i -cif, the ratio doest

nOt tell you how many cars you looked t in the first place.
(You looked at 50 carsnot 10.)

Example 2 Suppose 28.;men, 13 women, and 10 children
are waiting in line, to get into a ball game. What is the ratio
of men to women to children?

Arrange your dam:

100 EXCUPISION 2-1

Mcn Women . Children

Number Waiting 28 13 10

Divide all numbers by the smallest number, that is, 10.

2.8 1.3 1

Dividing: 1015:6 loyiTS
20 10

80 30
Ratio 2.8 men to 1.3 women to I child

Usually, but not always, a ratio inc1u.des whole numbers.
One way to simplify a ratio is to round 'it. foi- instance, the
number 2.8 in the last example is nearer to 3 than to 2. You
could round 2.8 to the number 3. Since the number 1.3 is
nearer to 1 than to 2, it can be rounded to I. The general
rule in rounding is to use the higher whole number if the
fraction is 0.5 or higher and to use the lower whole number
if the fraction is 0.4 or lower.

In whole numbgrs, the ratio shown in the last example,
2.8 men to 1.3 women to 1 child,

could be unded to
3 m to 1 woman to I child.

It is importankto wate a rounded ratio in the same order
in which whatever it represents is stated. Otherwise, the
meaning of the ratib.will be changed. Notice, for example,.
what would have hapPened if you had written the-roundsd
ratio as 1 .to 3 to 1 instead of 3 to 1 to 1. You might have

Thicome confused and assumed that there were more women
than men.

's..1`,:1*
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Now here's a problem for you to solve.
lava

Supliose you had 20 brown disks and 10 colorless disks.
What is the ratio of brown disks to colorless disks?

._Check your answer to question 1 against the one given
at the _end of this excursion. If your answer was right, go
on to questions 2, 3, and 4. If you were wrong, go back
through the first two examplm again before continuing.

02. Suppose there are 6001boys and 400 girls in a school.
What is the rounded rlitio of boys to girls?

03. Waiting in line to buy theater tickets 4kre 58 children
and 11 adults. What is the rounded ratio of childrc,n .t1O
adults?

0% A small package contains 12 red, 8 yellow, -5 orange,
and .3 green candies. What is the rounded ratio of red to
yellow to orange to green candies?

2. Note that rf the foregoing rule of dividing
by the smhIler4pf the two numbers Is used, the
rounded ratio would be 2 to 1. In this particu-
lar case, however, better judgement tells us
to divide both numbers by the highest corn-,
mon factor (200). The rounded ratio thus be-
comes 3 to 2.

EXCUAS1ON 2-1 101
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Once again, check your answers with those at the end of
this excursion. If you got any of the problems wrong, review
your work or the first part of this excursion.

When you arc sure you know bow io simplify a ratio, you
are ready to go back to Chapter 2 and work out the ratios
there. Remember: any ratio must be written in the same order
thw the groups are listed. Also, keep in mind that a ratio
does not tell you the actual number of times things occur.
It is simply a way of comparing numbers.

Anwers

1. 2 brown to I colorless
2. Either 1.5 boys to I ell or 3 boys to 2 girls
3. 5 children to 1 adult
4. 4 red to 3 yellow to 2 orange to I green

102 EXCURSION 2-1
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EQUIPMENT LIST

2 different coins

Don't Flip over This
This Is an enrichment excursion.

PURPOSE

7 -e 14t,

To give additional support. through maths-
maties, to the two-blt model for inheritance.

Excursion 4-1

In your experiment, you've been runkting into a 3-to-1 ratio
over and over. In beans, for example, you found that brownseeds showed up in the second crop three times as often as'white beans. But why does the 3-to-1 ratio appear instead ofsome 'other ratio?

Even though the 3-to-1 ratio continues to appear, would
you believe that it happen's-by chance? Let's take a look and
see what we mean by chance or probabilitythe liktlihood
that an event might occur,.

Chance i commonly written as a fraction between 0 a1. For instance, if something can happen two ways, like tflipping of a coin, the chance is for heads and for tairs.You can state the probability in a numb& of ways.
What is the chance of flipping heads on a coin?

I to 2
All these responses acE correct.

50%

MAJOR POINTS

1. In flipping coins, each flip is an inde-
pendent random event.
2. In flipping two Coins simultaneously, the4
results are equal to the products of their inde-
pendent events.

The exercise in coin flipping can be ap-
plied to help explain the inheritance pattern
in two generations of bean seeds.

4 '
If something can never happen, like rolling a seven on

a die (that's one of a pair of dice), the chance is a. If it always
happensf, like flipping heads on a two-headed .coin, thechance is f.

103
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You may have to loan some coins for the
activity. Keep track of thern. Two pennies can
be used by marking both sides of one of them
with a grease pencil. One could then repre-
sent the nickel and the other one the dime

Figure 1

k

,4ft(4%,op

Nmo

Instead of using only one coin, suppose you were to toss
two coins at the same time. Let's say you have a nickel and
a dime. Both coins might come up heads, both might be tails,
or onc -might e heads while the other is tails (Figure I).

Heads-heads

Out of 60 tosses, the itudent should hav
approkimately 15 for each of the 4 possi-
bilities.

104 , EXCURSION 4-1

Heads-talls Talls-1alls

Toss 2 coins -at least 60 times and record the combinations
that appear in Table 1 in your Record Book_

-now. 1

, ..,.,......,,K,.,,....,...,.......,vs..,.._..........,_

4

Possible
Combinations

Results from
60 TossesNickel Dime

Heads Heads

Heads Tails .

,

Tails Heads (

Tails Tails

Look back at Figure 1. You will note that there are four
combinations possible when you flip two coins at the same
time. Thus, your chance of coming up with the four combi-
nations are these:

Heads-heads
Heads-tails
Tails-heads
Tails-tails

or I to 4
I, or 1 to 4

4, or 1 to 4
or 1 to 4:

r '
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01. How did your data from the flipping of the two coins
come out? Out of 60 tosses, did you get about 15 for each
of the four combinations (AR

Werhaps you are wondering why the pattern of appears
Tor eath-of the four cornbinaiiiinS: Remember that for tOsst-s
of coins the probability of heads turning up iS The proba-
bility of tails turning up is, naturally, also 4.

What are the chances when two coins are tossed at the
,same time? Figure 2 illustrates the answer. Remember, we
aren't interested in what Lwo coins arc used. We just went
to know whether they come up heads or tails.

Figure 2

'\ R.

(1/2 ) Heade (VA) Talls

..

(1/2) HeacIS (Y4 ) HH (V4) HT

(Y2) TaHs WO HT

1

(Y4) TT

r

You can apply what you have just done with coins t _the
beail seeds. In your bea'n experiment, you began with a
pure-strain brown-bean parent and a pure-strain white-bean
parent. Using a chart, you can cross the bean parents and
find the probability of the first-generation offspring. Com-
plete Figure 3 in your Record Book.

Figure 3

II
Pure-stiain (V2 ) B
brown-bean

parent

Pure-etrain
white-bean

(VI) b parent (A) b

12

.A.tatuAri ft,

*-

1. Anawers will vary Most students will never
get 15 tor each combination. When the ratios
Are rounded out, however, most of them will
be I.

BACK TO
THE BEA,4 t.

EXCURSION 4-1 105
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02. What were the ratios of your first-generation offspring?
Using the chart in Figure 4 in your Record Book, cross two
of thc first-generation offspring.

Figur* 4
Figure 4. Students may have difficulty with
this chart, but it is the Important "payotr In
the excursion. You may have Jb explain to
some that a first-generation bern Is Bb, which
is made -up of 48 and lb. When-these are put
across, the top nd on the lett side of the
chart, the crosses result in iBB, mb. 1Bb, and

106 EXCURSION 4-1

First-generation
offspring

First-generation offspring

03. What were the rati-Os of your second-generation off-
spring?

Now what would be the appearance of each of these bean
seeds? BB would obviously be brown.

04. What would Bb seeds look like?

05. And bb seeds would be what color?

06. All in all, how many brown seeds would you have for
every white one?

-Now do you see why the 3-to-1 ratio keeps popping up?

1.27
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EQUIPMENT LIST

1 IBM punched card

PURPOSE

To present the historical basis of Menders
work In developing the two-bit model, and to
apply his findings to tfie Modern Idea of genes
and chromosomes.

A Bit More About Bits Excurtion 6-1
Thle exqursion will be enrichment for some
students and general for others. Excursion
6-2 -is keyed to this excursion.

Gregor Mendel deserves a lot of credit. For seven years
(1857-1864) he experimented with peas in a quiet monastery
garden in Czechoslovakia, only io have his efforts ignored.
In fact, the impoilance of his work was not recognized until
1900, sixteen years after his death. His work led to the model
fer "bits of information," the model you've been using.

Mendel tried to follow what happenell to seven features
as pea plants reproduced tWemsefves. The features were seed
shape, seed color, seed-coat color, pod shape, pod color,
flower type, and stem length. He crossed pure-strain plants
for these features and then studied the features of the first-
and second-crop offsliring. Figure 1 shows the results of his
experiment.

From his data Mendel dreW two conclusions:

L Two identical pure-strain parents alWays produce
pure-strain offspring like themselves.

2. When two different kinds of pure-strain parents Are
crossed, the first-crop offspring all look like one of the
parents. If fint-crop offspring are crossed, three fourths
of the second-crop offspring will look like one of the
orikinal parents (from 1 above). One fourth will look
like the other original parent.

Mendel developed a model to explain the results of his
experiments. This model was alm6st.exactly like the two-bit
model you've been using except that he used,the term factor
instead of bit of Information. Mendel wrote an article about
his discoltrry which was tiled away in libraries. Almost forty
years laterf'other scientists made the discove0 of "bits," and
these mert,were iled back to Mendel's article. Mendel had
been at least forty years ahead of his time in making the
basic'assumption that "factors" determine the inheritance of
features.

MAJOR POINTS

1. Mendel drew two conclusions from his
many experiments with pea plants. From
these conclusions he developed a two-bit
model for-genetic inheritance.
2. Mendel's success was due to
(a) his uSe of the Systems apprOach in study-

ing one feature at a time;
(b) his application of mathematics; and .
(c) his development Of a Scientific model to

explain his observatiorr.
3. Chromosomes found in the nucleus are
passed from cell to cell like Menders factors
or bits. ,

4. Bits of information called genes are found
on the chromosomes.
,5. Genes seem to be made of a chemical
called DNA. 107
6. As more Information is gathered about ge-
netic inheritance, the model Is Improved.
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Menbel's results with two generations of garCien peas
f

1

Features selected
for cross

T

First crop ,\
/, Second crop Rounded ratio

,0 X e
,

51,485704 wroruinnkdlesed esedesds

7,32-4 total
3 to 1

yelin ta)
lit

It nik)

6,022 yellow *sods
2,001 green seeds

3 to 1
8,003 total

es
to irit , I 6

4

1 IF..
0.

705 gray seed coats
224 white seed coats

-9 to 1,
929 total

4

X

L P Alt)

.

lifif 0 IA)

882 Inflated pods
224 wrinkled pods 3 to 1

.

1,106 total

X

/

428 green pods
152 yellow pods 3 to 1
580 total

.44'1:4f
f :It

'
si Ia...

,

igte.,
651 axial flowers
207 terminal flowers

I 3 to 1.
,851 total .

.

.. 1

11( g 0's,,
ZAV e

njr

a( ,,,
.1, .4 '.

- P
.**

787 long stems
277 short stems

0 )\-k....
3 to ---

1,064 total

Figura 1
The student should probably appreciate the
importande of a large number of trials Only
then can a clear and consistent pattern be
discerned In the rounded ratio.

100 EXCURSION 6-1

Mendel's early success where others had failed :was due
to several things. First, he used a "systems" approach. He
studied only one feature at a time. Second, he applied his
knowleqe of mathematicS to his study. Third, he built a _

model to account for what he saw. This whole approach
might be thought of as "if-then" reasoning. Hihinking was,
"If I assume these things to be true, then I can predict what
I see."

Since Mendel's time, other scientists haVe been trying
actually to see 'the bits of information. Their stuaks have,
added much to the two-bit model.

Well before 1900, the discovery of what are called cell-
had been made. It was learned that virtually all living things
are made up of the tiny ell that can be easily seen under

ii
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a microscope. When cells are viewed through a high:,-powered
microscope, many smaller parts can be seen. One of these
parts is called the nucleus.

_

Figure 2

Chromosomes

If yqi were to magnify the nucleus many times, you could
see some strands in it that resemble pieces of thread. These
are chrOmosornes. An American scientist, Walter S. Sutton,
was the first to notice that chromosomes are passed from cell
to cell as Mendel's "bits of information" are passed from
parent to offspring. Still later, it was suggested that the bits
of infotmation were located on the chromosomes much like
beads on a string. Although this idea has been changed a
little since then, we still believe bits of information are in
some way attached to chromosomes as they are passed from
parent to offspring.

Scientists soon began to call Mendel's "factors" genes. The
. word "genes" is short for genetic units. Whether we call the'
factors bits, units, or genes, the model still works for explain-
ing and predicting the way features are passed from parent
tb offspring.

To see if you have understood this excursion, try to vse
.your informition about the ninsect you've been studying.

Pl. How any bits are needed for each feature of a ninsect?

02., What d s each hinsect card represent?

03. What do the holes in the cards rep-resent?

04. How many bits (genes) are there on one ninsect chro-
mosome?

i
: pl. now -maIty bits (genes) are needed to make or" com-

plete t:linsect?
,

f-

Don't try, for the full-blown treatment on
genes, chromosomes, and DNA. It wpuld
probably be wasted on all Iput the most ad-
vanced students, and Auld cloud the main
points.of the two-bit model.

1, 2
2. A chromosome
3. Ms of information, or genes
4. 8
5. 18

EXCURSION 6-1 109



6. 2
7. On the chromosome
B. Each set comet from parent

2

06. How many chromosomes arc needed to create one
ninsect?

07. The ninsect inherits a set of genes. On what arc the set
. _of genes found?

08. Every animal and plant has two sets of genes for each
feature. In the ninsect, where does each set of genes come
from?

A more recent idea has replaced the "string of beads"
chromosome model. Experiments showed that Mendel's bits,
the genes, are perhaps made of a chemical called DNA. Two
scientists, James D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick, made a DNA
model which looked like a ladder that had been twisted
several times. This model keeps changing to fit new informa-
tion but, at the same time, keeps enough old features to
explain what is already known. Through this building and
improving of the model, our picture of a gene will surely
be different in fifty years.

PROBLEM BREAK 1

Several books tell more about the ideas discussed in this
excursion. One that offers pictures of Chromosomes and
drawings of DNA is Evolution, by Ruth Moore, in the Life
Nature Library (New York: Time-Life Books, 1962). An-.
other book of-interest, written by Carleen Maley Hutchins
and titled Life's KeyDNA, (New York: Coward-McCann,
1961) offers a detailed discussion of the relation of DNA to
life. Use books like these to add to your understanding of
why you're you.

-110 EXCURSION 6-1
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Peas Again,
But Double Trouble
Thla I. an enrichment excursion.

1 -

'

PURPOSE

To show th method for tracing two factors
of Inheritance simultaneously, and to allow an
opportunity to apply the method in another
situation.

Excursion 6-2

If you did Excursion 6-1, you know that much of our under-
standing of inheritance is based upon the work of Gregor
Mendel. One of the factors Menael swdid was seed color.
He found that the bit of information for yellow seeds maskedthe bit for green seeds. Figure 1 reviews crosses betweenyellow and green peas so that you can see the way these
features are passed. The letters under the drawfngs stand forbits of information. Y stands for yellow seed and y stands for
.green seed.

Pure-stratn,
yellow-seed
parent plant

First crop

First-crop offspring plant

Ney

Second crop

Yy

YY

Pure-strain,
green-seed
parent p)ant

All offspring have yellow seeds.

First-crop offspring plant

Yy

0000 Three yellow seeds
ne green seed

ifey Yy Yy yy

MAJOR*POINTS

1. When two parents, each a pure strain for
two different features, are crossed, the first-
generation offspring will show the same pat-
tern of Inheritance that would have occurred
If each fdature had been taken separately.
2. When two first-generation offapring with
two different features are crossed, there are
16 ways that the big can combine.
9. Considering the two features together, the
appearance of the second generation off-
spring will be in a ratio of 9:3:3:1.
4. The pattern of inheritancie for each sepa-
rate feature In the second generation will be
the same as if the feature had been studied
separately (3:1).

Figure 1

r..,.., :Pm*
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Figure 2
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112 EXCURSION 6-2

I 4S0 .

Mendel also found 'these inheritance patterns in studying
pea seed texture. lie found thc bit of information for smooth
seed masked the bit of information for wrinkled seed. Fig-
ure 2 -reviews thc crosses between smooth-skin pea seeds and
wrinkled-skin pea seeds.

Pure-strain. smooth- Pure-stram, wrinkled-
seed parent plant seed parent plant

SS

First crop

First-crop offspring

Ss

Ss

58

All offspring have smooth skin.

Second crop Q 0 0

First-crop offspring

Ss

SS Ss SS 88

Three seeds have
smooth skin and one
seed has wrinkled skin.

You are about to learn how to predict the inheritance
pattern for two features at a time! Here is your problem.

Pure-strain, smooth and Pure-strain, wrinkled and
yellow seeds green seeds

SSYY

First crop 0
SsYy

ssyy

All offspring have smooth
skin and yellow seeds.

33
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If you do not see how SsYy appeared, look back to the
first-crop offspring in Figures I and 2.

Now, if you cross two of the first-crop offspring, what will
-46 the ratio of the second-crop offspring? Table 1, which is

Figart--2 itt :Excursion 4- 1-, -1-iows-you tow -to predict
the results of this cross. Complete the table in your Record
Book by filling in each square like the examples that are
given:

r

Possible Bits of.
16formation from
Smooth, Yellow
Parent (SsYy) 5Y

Sy

Sy

sv

SY

Possible Bits of Information
from Smooth, Yellow Pareht (SsYy)

Sy sY

You may have to remind the students that in
summarizing Table I for Table 2. smooth
masks wrinkled and yellow masks green.
Therefore SSYY. SsYy. SSYy, and SsYY are
all smooth. yellow-seeded plants. Likewise,.
SSyy and Ssyy are all smooth, green-seeded.
ssYY and ssYy are all wrinkled, yellow-
seeded. There will only be one ssyy, wrinkled.
green-seeded.

sy

SSYY
smooth.
yellow

.
,

SaYY
smooth,
green

.
,

,

ssYY

witkled,
yalow f

.,

SsYy
smooth,
yellow

-

.
If you have trouble filling in the squares, think about how

y ou read graphs. For the top left square, we got SY from
the top of the grid and SY from the left. Combined, these
gave us SSYY, which is "smooth yellow."

Now yoti can summarize the kinds of offspring that are
- possible in this mating. Just count and record in -Table 2

in your Record Book the number of offspring with each
possible combination of features.

Smooth, yelloW-seeded plants

Smooth, green-seeded plants .

Wrinkled, yellow-seeded plains

L
Wrinkled, green-seeded plants

. .

13 4.

Table 2

Table 1

EXCURSION 6-2 11 3
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1 and 2, 12 to 4, or 3:1

Encoursge students who have Wm, thl$ far_

to work on these crosses for the ninsect

4

41.4.,

Thc ratio you have just found is quite common in studies
of inheritance of two features at a time.

oi. In this same problem, what is the ratio of smooth seeds
to wrinkled seeds? (Count them; don't guess.)

02. What is the ratio of yellow seeds to green seeds?

You can sec from the data that each feature is inherited
independently.

Do you think yob could solve another problem about two
features at a time? Try this one: Ninsects also have several
features some of which are dominant while others arc reces-
sive. Select two ninsect features and diagram the following
Crosses m your.Record Book.

a. Cross one parent that is a pure strain for tWO.dominant
features with another parent that, is a pure strain for two
recessive features_

b. Cross two first-generation noffspring of the above crosS.
Use the pea problem as a model for designing your solu--,

tion to this problem. Some of the 'symbols you could ust
for ninsect features are these:

Eye color: black, white (B, b)
Body color: striped, plain (S, s)
Body shApe: round, slender (R, r)
Stinger: present, absent (P, p)
Leg length: tall, short (T, t)
Antenna: curly, straight (C, c)
Wing pattern: plain, spotted (W, w)
Wing size: large, small (1_,

Ate
114 EXCURSION 6-2
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PURPOSE

To help the student modify the two-bit modal
to explain incomplete dominance.

Red, White, and P nk Excursion 7-1
This Is really an extension excursion, but
could also be considered remedial In that It
helps to answer a question posed In the
chapter.

In Chapter 7 you were asked to use your two-bit model to
explain the cross that is shown below. This excursion will
show you one possible way tcr,do this.
Figure 1

1st crop

2nd crop

Lees think about the croSs in terms of your t4o-1-3it model
(see page 83 of Chapter 7 for a summary of the model). The
pure-strain red parent had to have two bits of information

s for red, while the pure-strain white parent had two bits for
white. This means ,that each offspring had to get one white
bit from the white parent and onc red bit from the red parent,

. Thrs is diagrammed in, Figure 2. If that figure is not clear
to you, turn back to Chapter 7 and review the two-bit model.

R = A bit of informatkm for red
W = A bit of information lbr white'

let crop

'AMOR POINTS

1. When * ItClentific model cannot explain a
new observation,lt must be modified or diftz,t
oerditd.
2.4he moditioaticm should be as simpte as

3. In this case, Qnly one point of the two-bit
model need be changed to say 'that some-
times, instead of one bit masking another, the
two bits blend.

Figure 2
RR
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Qusstion 1, below.

Pink

Pink
R W

RR RW

RW WW

1 red flower (AR)
1 white flower (WW)

pink _flowers (RW)
When botl; bite Are present, they blend

p.

. Question 2, below:

A

Pink

White
W W

RW RW

ww WW

2 white flowers (WW)
2 pink flowers (RW)

RW Parents

X

RW

According to the two-bit model then, each first-crop off-
spring has one bit for red and one bit for white. In this case,
the flowers of those offspring should hayc been either red
or white depending upon which bit miisked the other. The
model as described On page 83 cannot explain the fact that
the first-crop flowers were pink.

Actually, a very small change ,in the model will let you
use to handle the flower problem. All you have to do is
change statement.4 (page 83) of the model from

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may mask the other_

to

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may -mask the other. Some-
times, however, the two bits will both have an effect, and
the offspring's appearance will be midway between that
of pure-strain individuals for each lift.

Notice that the change lets you explain what happened
in the first crop of the flower cross. You can simply assume
that the bit for red and the bit for white in the first-crop
offspring both had an effect and that the offspring beeame
pink (Imlfway between reti and white). Notice also that the
change adds something .to the model without' destroying it.
The model will still work for beans, fruitflies, and the like.

Now take a look at Figure 3, where the second crop of
flowers is shown. Try to apply the new model to it.- Does
it work?

Figure 3

116 EXCURSION 74

2nd crop

1. Use your mbdified two-bit model to explain why pail
of the second crop isiNink, part is red,-tind part is white.

Want some practice in solving probleins like the one with
morning glories? Try this one.

02. A white morning glory is crossed with a pink morning
glory. What may the offspring look like?

3
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EQUIPMENT

None

Hair Heirs

This le,a general Information and enrichment
excursion.

c)

PURPOSE

To show the- need for further modification of
the two-bit model, to account for the different
behavior of some Ws for each sex.

Excursion 7-2

In Chipter 7 you were left ,with the problem of figuring out
how a certain type of baldness is inherited. Your problem
was to decide what bits -of information for baldness might
be in egch individu41 in the family shown in Figure 7-2 (Fig.

2 in this excursion)_

MAJOR POINTS

1. The masking of bits of information for nor-
mal hair and for baldness may depend on the

sox of the indlyidual.
2. Another alteration In the two-blt model Is
necessary.

You Were told that the bits of information for normal hair
and for baldness sometimes switcf; (exchange) their masking
roles. Which, of the two bits is masked depends upon whether
thC individual is a Man or .a woman. In men, the bit (gene)
fot baldness masks the One for normal hair. In women, it's
Ahe other way iroundthe bit for nOrmal hair masks the
One for baldness. Table I summarizes this informatiOn.

-

Sex ,
4

Masking

.

Mildness (6)
/.,.

Normal Hair (B)
1

(Male) 0
-_,

b masks B
i

4 bB or bb BB.,

.ie

(Female) 0 N a masks' b bb
0

be dr BB

c

Tab!. 1
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Use Table I to check the inforrnatiOn in Figure I and then
answer the questions that follow it.

Figure 1

The twO pairs of letters (bits) beneath three Offspring
of the offspring indicate alternative possi-
bilities, any of which could cause the ob-
served trait.

1_ Because in males, b misks B.

-2. Because in ,females-B masks b.

3. Although not shown on Fig. 1, 'the ratio is
3 to 1 for males.

,,
118 EXCURSION 7..2

Parents

bB 4 bB

bb
bB

Circle = Woman
Square = Man
Black = Baldness
Blank = Normal hair

BB Bb
BB

bb
bB

How can the male parent be bald when he has one
B gene for normal hair?

02. Since the male parent is bald with Bb,' Why isn't the
female (Bb) also bald?

03. What ratio of baldness to normal is there*in the male
offspring?

t% THESE A RE VW JENS
FOR NORMAL HAIR...e

3 tr;

. .



Use the informafion in Table 1 to decide which bits ofinformation each person has for the baldness feature inFigure 2. In your Record Book, under each square or circle, lewrite the letters for the bits that person has, as you see donein Figure 1. Sometimes one person could have more than. one kind of pair of bits. A black square represents a baldman; a blank square represents a man with normal hair.A blank circle represents a woman with normal hair.

Baldness is anothe ature that makes tl.s alter our twq-bitmodel in order to have the odel explain and predict better.

041. In what way was the two-bit model altered to make itwork so that it explains and predicts baldness in humans?

Have you altered your model to explain pink color inmorning glories? If not, turn to Excutslon 7,1, "Red, White,and Pink."

l

Figur. 2

4. It must ha altered to correlate the feature
with the sex of the individual. ,

Excursion 7-1 is keyed to this excursion also.
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You can check your work ilIKFigure 2 by turning the page,
upside down.

Answer key for Figure 2

120 EXCURSION 7-2
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EQUIPMENT

Non.

Boy or Girl
Thls excursion is for enrichment.

ExcurilI4f1 64 is referred to In this excursion.

4, opstoi;41.,

4.11,2,x

PURPOSE

To explain the genetic mechanism for sex
determination.

Excursion 7-3

One of the most obvious features of everyone is his or hersex. We take for granted the fact that people are either maleor female. But most of us wonder from time to time justhow 'the sex of a baby is determined. How this happens isthe subject of this excursion.
If you did Excursion 6-1, you learned what chromosothes

are. If you didn't do that excursion, turn to it now and readthe part that deals with chromosomes.
since the studies were made that linked chromosomes withbits of information (genes), scientists have been studying

chromosomes very carefully. There are 23 pairs of chromo-
somes (46 in all) in every normal human cell, except in spermcells and in egg cells. The chromosomes that make up 22of the pairs always look more or less alike (see Figure .1).
But sometimes those in the 23rd pair don't matchone
chromosome is sometimes much longer and straighter thanthe other. The long straight type of chromosome has beencalled an X-chromosome, and the short bent one a
chromosome.

t 2 3 4 5 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 13 16 17

X IA AdX

1136 K 1K xx )5166813

t(11XXXXAIUD#(1511
0 t 44

11%%044)1C/il AN4641/Ch

k ?

MAJOR POINTS

I. There are 23 pairs of chromosomes In a
normal human cell, other than sex belft
(gametes).
2. One of the pairs of chromosomes in Malei
differs greatly from the corresponding palr In
females.
3. A model for sex Inheritance asSumes thatIn a female the 23rd pair of chromosomes
are both X-chromosomes; while In a male,
the 23rd palr of chromosomes consists of an
X-chromosome and a Y-chromosome,
4. The bits of information from the father de-
termine the sex of the offspring.

Figure 1

I*

1 2 3 4 Vomvi.

16 19 20 21 22 23
mak

Male

fromple.
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Careful study shows that the chroMosomes in the cells of
boys and men are different from those in girls and women.
Boys and men have one X-chromosome and one Y-
chromosome, while girls and s women have two X-
chromosomes. This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

After the differences between men's and women's chro-
mosomes were noticed, scientists used them to develop a
model for how sex is inherited. They made the assumption
that if a person has two X-chrothosomes (in the 23rd pair),-
then that person is a female. They also assumed that if a
person has an X- and a Y-chromosome, then that person is a
male. Furthermore, it was assumed that one of each person's
23rd pair of chromosomes came from his father and one came
from his mother. Figure 3 shows these assumptions.

Figur* 3 Father Mother

Sleter Siter -Brother Brother

Notice in Figure 3 that the chances of the offspring ending .1f/
up with two X-chromosomes are the same as for the offspi:ing

_ having an N-chiomosome and a 'Y-chromosome, .This is how
scientists explain the fact that there are about as many boys

,

.122 EXCURSION-1< f born as girls.
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EQUIPMENT

None

PURPO8E

To examine Inheritance patterns for hemo-.
phIlls and to see that the disorder is sex-
!Inked In nature.

A Royal Problem EXoorsion 7-4
This Is an shment excursion, but it con-
tains much of_general Interest

Ready for a royal problem? Here goes! Reid through the
problem and attempt to solve it the best you can. If you have
a hard time at first, don't give up. More help willtbe given
later.

,

Some people are born with a reaJ handicap-Ttheir blood
does not clot very well. This mead that even the slightest
cut bleeds and bleeds. They may even die Of loss of blood
from a tiny scratch. Few such individuals live long enough
to produce children.

Several rulers of European countries 'of the past hundred
years have had this problem. Here's a diagram *Swing the
family tree of these people. Once again, circles represtpl
females and squares represent males. Black indicates that the
person is a "bleeder"; white shows that he is not_

MAJOr POINT

An individual's traits may be influenced by the
combination of bits of information possessed,
as well as by the sex Of the individual.

Louis Alfred Helena Arthur

Irene Victoria Elizabeth Ernest Fredrick Alexandra Nicholas

Waldemar SIglemund Henri 7 Olga Tatiana ,Marla Anastasia Alexis

Figure 1 .

123



Note that In the series of questions on this
Page. the student is being led to.4possibly
erroneous conclusion He sees that all the
bleeders are male: he is reminded that males
have a Y-chromosome but females do not,
this probably leads him to conclude that the
bit for the disorder is located on the Y-
chromosOme However, it he goes back to
Figure I as suggested in the text on the next
page, he sees that this conclusion cannot be
correct All of the males must have received
their Y-chromosomes from the father in each
case, yet some were bleeders and others
were not. The accepted model shows that an
X-chromosome for normal blood can mask
the X-chromosome for bleeder's disease, but
a Y-chromosome cannot. Therefore If the X-
chromosome for bleeding Is present in a male.
he will be a bleeder; In a female, this cannot
happen because of the presence of the mask-

, ing X-chromoSome.

Excursion 7-3 is referred to in this excursion

124 EXCURSION 7-4

at. Does your two-bit mccdel (see page 83 for a summary
of the model) explain the data in Figure I?

02. Which bit seems to mask and which bit seems to be
masked?

09.9 How many male and how many female bleeders are
shown in Figure. 1?

04. What agsumption can you add to your two-bit model
to explain the number of male bleeders as colnpared with
female bleeders?

I.

.Okay, there's j,our problem. The rest of this excursion is
devoted to a possible answer tomit. Do not read on until
you've tried hard to solve the problem for yourself.

If you successfully answered the last question, you deserVe
a medal. It's really a tough one. To fully understand it, you
need to know the model for how sex is inherited. Excursion
7-3 will help you with this if you don't !peady'know it.

As Excursion 7-3 suggests, you can assume that every boy
and man shown in Figure 1 has one Y-chromosome as well
as one X-chromosome. The girlszand. women shown in the
figure have no Y-chromosome7only X-chromosomes. This
is a good clue to how bleeder's disease is inherited.

O 5.. In view ,of-the information in the last paragraph, why
do you think bleeders are males only?

06. On what chromosome do you suppose the bit of infor-
mation for bleeder's disease is located?

If you guessed that the bit, for bleeder's disease is carried
on thei_Y-chromosome,.you did quite well. Unfortunately,
however, yaiir hypothesis won't explain everything you see

1 4
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in Figure 1. (Try it and see)).-A-4tei approach is to think
in terms of the X-chromosbme. Heres the model for the
inheritance of bleeder's disease that scientists now uselook'
it wet carefully.

I. Some X-chrom.osomes carry the bit (gene) for bleeder's
discase (Xb).

1 Other X-chromosomes carry the bit (gene) for normal
blood clotting (XN).

-3. Y-chromosomes don't carry either the bit for bkeder's
disease pr the one for normal clotting.

4. The bit bf information for normal clotting can mask
(is dominamt over) the bit for bleeder's disease.

DT. Shown below are the pairs of sex chyomosomes of two
men and two women. Using the model above, decide whether
each individual is a bleeder or not. In your Record Book,
write "bleeder" or "nonbleeder" for each one

a. Woman b. Woman c. Man d. Man
XNXN . . XNXb XNY XbY

Now take a look at the family tree shown in Figure 2.
Notice how the bleeder's disease bits are passed along and,their effect.

7. Only d Is a bleeder.

Figure 2 .

Mother Father
normal bleeder

Datighter normal Son normal Son bleeder

v7,/

.4
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10. None of the sons could be bleeders. Al-
though they get a Y from the father, either X
from the mother will be for normal blood.
Grandsons, however, could be bleeders either
from a son or a daughter of the'first genera-
tion. For example, suppose a son (XNY) mar-
ried a girl who was X\ Xb. Then their son
(a grandson of the original couple) could be
X4Y. a bfeeder. Likewise. a daughter could be
XNXb and marry a man who was X0Y. A toll
from this marriage covlid be XbY, a !Sleeper.

r
12$ EXCURSION 7-4
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08. Why is one of the grandsons in Figure 2 a bleeder and
thc other a nonbkeder?

Now turn back to Vigure I.

0 9. How do ytm now explain dm fact that not an the ritalleS
of this royal family have bleeder's disease?

You have learned that some features are said to be sex-
linked. Features like bleeder's disease are called sex-linked
because the bits for them are thought to be located on scx
chromosomes, X and Y in case of humans. There are about
60 sex-linked traits in humans, such as one kind of night
blindness, myopia, double eyelashes, and one type of color
blindness. Now, here's good one for you to answer.

010. Suppose a mak bleeder married a pure-strain female
who's not a bleeder. C d any of his sons be bleeders?

(o
Could any of his gran

r
ns? Explain.
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EQUIPMENT UST

18 tobacco seeds
1 petri dish with lid
2 paper towels
Scissors

Wonder Where
the Color Went?_
This Is-an enrichment excursion.

PURPOSE

,To show the interaction of environment with
heredity in tobacco plants.

Excursion 7-5

Here's a good chance to find out if some othlr variable Might
affect the appearance of offsp.ring. For this excudion, you
need the following materials:

15 tobacco seeds
1 petri dish with lid
2 paper towels
I pair scissors

ACTIVITY 1. Cut two pieces of paper towel the size of the
petrl dish. Place them in k,the bottom of the dish. Wet the
paper towels and pour off any excess water.

Paper towel

ACTIVITY 2. Place the 15 seeds onto the proper towel so that
each seed Is separated from *very other seed.

MAJOR POINTS

1, The environment of an organism may have
an effect on its features.
2, It Is sometimes difficult to deterrnine
whether environment or genetic inheritance
controls a feature.

Note that the methOd of Seed germination la
the same for ..thls experiment and Prbblem
Break 3-1. However, In the teacher notes tor
the problem break, you were warned to be
sure to remove the seedlings from the dark
Into the light at least 24 hours before they
were to be used. In this excursion, they re-
-main in the dark until they are used.

Be sure the student Is aware that this excur-
sion will carry'over for 10 days or more, and
that.the plants must be watered everY day.
See the Cautlori in the text on the next page.

NOTE:

Empty some closets or drawers or make other
appropriate arrangements so that students
will have a dark place to germinate their.to-
bacco seedlings. As an alternative, dishes
may be tightly wrapped in aluminum foil or
placed in a light-tight box.

127
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I.
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ACTIVITY 3.\pirt the lid on the dish and gently sot It fn a dark
place (such as a drawer or cupboard).

Caution It will be ten days before _your seeds germinate. Be
sure the seeds do not dry out. Check them EVERY DAY and
add water if the paper towel looks dry. But don't add too much
water. Be sure your seeds are watered sufficiently on a Friday
to carry them through the weekend

After the seeds have sprouted, notice the color of the
,leaves.

iEat What color were the leaves on the t acco plants?

02. flow did the tobacco plants in the dish you just observed
differ from the tobacco plants observed in Problem Break
3,1?

03. Were the differences due to diffeeCzitrofinformation ,

(genes)?

04. Ex'plain your answer to question 3_

05. Suppose you moved the plants grown in the dark to the
light. What do you predict would happen? Move the plants
to test your prediction and describe the results.

06. This experiment shows that something other than bits
of information has an effect upon what offspring Will look
like. What is that "something"?

k

IY
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EQUIPMEN? LIST

1 sat of colored gaper
1 box of colored toothpicks
1 pair Of tweezers

One, Two,
Pick-up Sticks
This Is an enrichment excursion.

PURPOSE

To illustrate the selective advantage of pro-
tective coloration

Excursion 7-6

By now you know that features are passed from patent to
otspring through bits of information (genes). If the features
are passed along perfectly every time, then life would neVer
change.

The same featurs should be passed from generation to
generation. But aiiyone wh-o has read labout dinosaurs or
fossils know'S that\ changes have been happening. In this
excursion, you will sec a way that one form of change can
'take place.

For this activity, let's assume that you are an insect-eating
bird. We will let colored toothpicks represent young stages
of the insects you eat. Colored paper will represent the .mate-
rial on which the insects live. For this activity, you will need
a partner and these materials: ,

1 set of colored paper (6 different colors)
box of colored 'toothpieks

I pair of tweezet'S

11

ACTIVITY 1. Scatter 30 toothpicks, half of one color and half
of another color, on a piece of paper whose t ofbr matches
that pi one of the toothpicks. Rip not let your partner see you
ao this.

MAJOR POINTS

1. Changes can take place in the genetic
Information passed on- to offspring.
2, dolor can be an Important factor In how
well an animal survives.
3. Man's effect on the environment can Influ-
ence features of living things.
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3 and 4. Both students should have picked up
more nonmatching sticks. The explanation'

. should indicate that matching sticks are\ more
. difficult to sac

;,
130 EXCURSION 7-6

ACTIVITY 2. Move into a dimly lit area. Have your partner plck
up as many toothpicks as possible with the tweezers In five
seconds.

HINT If you do not have a waich with a second hand, you
may estimate the time by counting -450, 40., etc.

01. How many toothpicks did your partner pick .up that
matched the colored.paper? that did not match the paper?

' Exchange roles with your partner so -that each of you has
the chance 'to play bird.

02.. How many toothpicks did you pick up that matched the
colored paper? that did not match the paper?

03. How did your partner's res6lts compare with yowl-
results?

-

04. Explain the results that you and...your partner got.

Try differenteombinatibns of colored paper and toothpicks
to confirm your results.

Al,' s - tvy-tc
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This simple experiment can be applied to the inheritance
of features. Lions, toad's, robins; sharks, wolves, and hawks
have at least one thing in common. All of them prey.upon
other animals for food. To survive, these animals must find
and capture the animals they feed upon. The survival of the
prey. depends upon its edit), to avoid being caught. ,Any
feature of the prey that makes it difficult to_catch is important
faits survival.'

Color is a commo.n and important featureSome animals
match their background very closely, but others don't. Let's
use how well an animal matches its background as Ike con-
sider survival.
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Suppose a particular moth is preyed-upon by birds. During
the daytime this moth is found on the trunks of trees". Both
the trbes and the moths vary in color. That is, some moths
are lighter colored than others. The same hocIds trtie,for the
trees. Because of the variation in the color of tree trunks and
moths, some riloths are more easily seen by birds than are-
others as they rest on tree trunks.

Q5. What color combination of moths and trees would maiCe
the moths less likely to be eaten by birds?
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Although it is not necessary for the student
to know. this is a much-quoted study of the
peppered moth (Btston betularta). Biologists
were able to document the changes in the
Moth Coloration around Manchester. England.
as a result of increased industrialization over
a period of 100 years The darker mdth, a
relatively rare individual over a Century ago.
Is now common. and the lighter-colored ones
have become rarer.

iNow kt's suppose there is a chang in the forest where
the moths live. Smoke from a large factory built nearby stains
the bark of all the trees. No longer are there any light-colored
trees. Light-colored moths are now easily seen against any
tree.

06. Which moths would be most likely and which least
likely to survive in this changed forest? ,

Those moths that are most easily seen arc less likely to
survive and to pass bits of information on to offspring.

07. In time, what changes do you predict will occur in the
color of the moths living in the changed forest?

8 . What conclusions do you reach regarding the inheri-.tance of color among these moths?

132 EXCURSION 7-6
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EQUIPMENT

None

1 1.

PURPOSE

To glve the student a feeling for simultaneous
effects of heredity and environment on human
features.

Do Blondes Have Excursion 7-7
More Fun?
This excursion Is for general use

You have seen that assuming that features are controlled by
bits of information can be a very useful model. But are bits
of information the only vari4ble involved in what individuals
look like? If not, are they the most important factors? Let's
see.

Table 1 contains seven features that depend upon the
environment. Complete the table in your Record Book by
placing an X next to the environmental factor(s) that you
think can affect each feature.

FEATURES

,

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Sunlight Exercise Diet

Skin tanning

Freckles
,

Intelligence

Hair color

Weight -
- ..

Size of muscles

Handedness i

at List some other human features that you think are
affected by the person's environment,

This table should create interest and illu;trate02. Which do you think is more important in determining the difficulty of separating heredity-environ-
,how4a person lookshis bits of information oi environmental merit effects.

factors? . 133
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MAJOR POINTS

1. You cannot change the bits of information
you recerVed from your parents:
2. You can ctiange environmental factors.
3. EnvironmeWal acquisitions are not trans-
mitted by genA.

Tabl 1
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3. If they answer Yes, asIc them how

Questions through 10. The student is di-
rected toward further study. Encourage him.
He should discover that the features devel-
oped because of environment are not trans-
mitted by blts of genetic information.

134 EXCURSION 7-7
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This last question raises a problem that has been discussed
oNer and over again. It is often called the "NatureNurture"
problem. You might like to see what other books have to
say about it. Some researchers argue' that the environment
(Nurture) is more impOrtant in determining what a person
is like. Others place greater importance oh the bits of infor-
mation a-person inherits (Nature). Everyone agrees, however,
that both environment and bits of information are important.

03. Could you change the bits of information you received
from your parents?

04. Could you change your environment?

05. Flow could you affect the degree td which some of your
features develop?

[16. This excursion suggests a very important questionCan
a change in the features of a 'parent that is caused b the
environment be passed on to offspring? Questions 7 through
10 point up the problem. (Just look them Oyer now; don't
try to answer them yct.)

07. Would a weight lifter's children have stronger muscles
because of the amount of exercise he takes?

08. Would the children of a man who works in the sun all
day be born darker because of his exposure?

.09. If some day you go to college, will your children ,be
born smarter because of your education?

010.. Will the children of a world's-record-holding runner
be able to run faster friends? If so, why?

Your problem is to study this subject in whatever books
and magazines you can find. Try your own school library
and, if one is available, a public library. An encyclopedia
might help, too. Your teacher may be able to suggest what
books arc available.

When you think you have an answer to question 6, write it
in your Record -Book; thenanswer questions 7 through -10.
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